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l'—JUNE 17 1971

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Local Water Districts May
Come Under State Control

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, June 18, 1971

Persons Are Cited
By City Police

10* Per Copy

Vol. 1..)(XXXII No. 143

Rollback Law Ruled
Constitutional Today

Twenty-three persons were
cited for not having a city auto
inspection
By Robert P. Deltas
(FHA)loans and grants or grants sticker or no state
Murray Police
the
sticker
by
agencies
along
with
from federal
morning in a
FRANKFORT
(UPI)— revenue bonds sold by th( Department this
roadblock.
Kentucky's local water districts, district.
Other citations by the police
sometimes plagued by the lack of
and last night included
yesterday
expert
advice and ample
two for no city auto sticker, one
financing, may come under the
for public drunkenness and
control of a state board.
curfew violation, one for no
The idea was proposed to a
operator's license, no city auto
legislative interim committee on
sticker, and no state Inspection
A nice letter from Herbert R. special districts Thursday and
public
for
McCuiston of Phoenix, Arizona. the legislators like the thoughts Mrs. Loren(Katherine)Adams sticker, one
He sends us the copy of the on a water district authority of 1223 West Broadway, Mayfield, drunkenness and disorderly
editorial which appeared in the much like the Kentucky Turnpike died Thursday at 1:20 p.m. at the conduct, one for driving while
worry facing the next legislature
By Robert P. Dalton
Arizona Republic which is being Authority, which oversees that Community Hospital, Mayfield. intoxicated, resisting arrest, and
on how to change the law if it was
She was 73 years of age.
disorderly conduct, and one for
printed on page two of today's State's toll road system.
FRANKFORT, (UPI)— ruled invalid.
Ledger. Mr. McCuiston says he is State Public Service Com- Her deitth was due to a heart unnecessary noise and no state
Still left in the middle though,
controversial
Kentucky's
1,000 per cent for every word in mission Chairman Harold Kelley condition. She had been in the inspection sticker.
"rollback" law limiting school were local school districts faced
the editorial. Thanks Mr. Mc- of Ashland, proposed the Intensive care unit of the hospital The City Police began roadtax assessments on property was with rising costs and unable to
Cuiston. Good to hear from you authority. The legislators ap- since becoming ill two weeks ago. blocks on Tuesday of this week
ruled constitutional by the State generate new revenue.
and thanks for sending us this proved a bill to be drawn setting Survivors are her husband, checking for city auto stickers,
The high court's opinion inCourt of Appeals today.
editorial.
up the water authority to be Loren Adams of Mayfield; two state inspection stickers, and
dicated that they felt the solution
the
1965
law
sons,
violations.
court
upheld
Frank
M.
Adams
of
New
other
The
considered at the next committee
York and owner of Adams Shoe
which said that school taxes to the problem would be in
Out to Bob Nance's place on the meeting.
collected In that year could not special elections to make higher
East Highway yesterday. He has A similar authority for water Store in Murray, and Henry
exceed the amount in future assessments than the rollback
concrete bird baths, fountains, districts was considered in 1966 Adams of Frankfort; three
grandchildren;
one
years, exclusing normal growth. Law permitted.
great
etc.
by the legislature, but failed to
grandchild.
The rollback law had been The test case was filed by
Pass.
challenged in a suit by the Sherrell Nunnelly of the
We gave Paul Dailey a scare Kelley said many of the local Funeral services will be held Rev. Jasper Dekalb Wilford,
Louisville Board of Education Louisville Board of Education
yesterday evening. We ate out at water districts set up under Saturday at eleven a.m, at the age 63, a graduate of Murray
and was ruled unconstitutional by against Charles H.Miller and the
his place on 641 North. After we Kentucky law to supply water to chapel of the Byrn Funeral State University and native of
Jefferson Circuit Court Judge Board of Alderman of Louisville.
finished our shrimp and other a certain area are underfinanced, Home, Mayfield, with Rev. Joe Sedalia, died Wednesday at his
The Board of Education had
Lyndon Schmid.
deiicasies, we saw an old school lack expert management which Leggett officiating, assisted -by home in Pacific Grove,
sought
a new tax 10 cents higher
law
resulted
when
Rev.
William
California.
The
rollback
Adams.
mate and some other folks we sometimes results in "trementhe State Court of Appeals ruled than allowed by the rollback law
know at the other end of the dous" rates to their subscribers. Interment will be in the Greens He had held pastorates at
that property in Kentucky must and the Board of Alderman
room. We go over and talk with A big advantage of the Chapel Cemetery with the Methodist churches in LaCenter
be assessed at 100 per cent of its refused saying it would violate
them for some time and Paul authority, Kelley said, would be arrangements by the Byrn and Barlow, and was a U. S.
Funeral Home of Mayfield where Army Chaplain from 1940 to 1942.
fair cash value. At that time the rollback law.
wonders where the heck we went. that it could offer
bond counsel to friends may call.
CALLOWAY COUNTY 4-H'ER Michele Timmerman Is shown property assessments across the The high court decision
His wife, Rebecca, was formerly
We finally show up by the cash the water districts
and pool the
with Garrott Lyons (left), Kentucky Utilities Company camp state ranged from 20 per cent to followed a 1967 decision which
of Murray.
register much to Paul's relief. We sale of bonds to finance local
ruled virtually the same thing in
Survivors are his wife; three eletric instructor, and John Williams, KU farm service adviser, 45 per cent of the cash value.
really didn't scare him, but he water districts.
during the opening session of West Kentucky 4-H Club Camp, With the higher assessments, relation to counties and tax
sons, Jasper G. Wilford of San
just wondered what was going on
Jose, Calif., Walton T. Wilford of Dawson Springs.
the Legislature voted in the assessments. Today's opinion
"The full faith of the state could
when we disappeared.
New Orleans, La., and D. Sykes
rollback law which kept school extends the same type of ruling to
be put behind these conds,"
taxes from being raised as much all forms of givernments,
A roll of newsprint the size we Kelley said, "and we wouldn't The regular monthly meeting Wilford of Nashville, Term.;
as five times in some school counties, cities and special
buy contains newsprint that is have problems of districts of the Kirksey United Methodist sister, Mrs. C. L. Jetton of
districts.
defaulting on the bonds and Men is scheduled for Sunday, Sedalia.
districts.
over six miles long.
embarassing the state on the June 20, in the fellowship hall at Funeral services will be
The rollback law said the In Kentucky Farm Bureau had
opposed the lower court ruling in
Final rites for Kirksey Dublin
Monday at two p.m. at
On any given day,four out of five bond market."
7:00 a.m.
Funeral services for John amount of revenue produced by
the appeal by Filing a -friend of
ofTri City are being held today at
taxes
in
1965
could
not
property
people gets news from the The bond interest rate might Program chairman, Howard Chapel near Sedalia with be
Wylie Trenholm, Jr., age six
the court" brief. The Kentucky
two p.m. at the Roberts Funeral
future
years
except
be
greater
in
newspaper. With considerable also be lowered by the pooling of McCallon
announced
the In the church cemetery.
days, were held this morning at
Education Association and the
1, Mayfield, with William
overlapping, Usree out of five get thebonds, Kelley said.
program to be a playlet entitled,
ten o'clock at the chapel of the for improvements and added Kentucky
School
Boards
n officiating.
tax.
property
to
news from television and over "Ninety per cent of the "The Prodigal Son".
Pallbearers are Dwight Jones, Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home The high court said the law did Association had both supported
problems that come to the Public Myron Smith and Phil Mchalf from radio.
Gerald Shultz, Joe Black, Frank with Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., not fall within local or special the lower court ruling.
Service Commission are related Callon are the captians of the
McClure,
Bill Suiter, and Terrell officiating.
to
water,"
Kelley
said,
noting
legislation which is un- In two related cases today, the
Of
the
various
media,
playlet team. Many other youth
Cochrum.
Interment will be in Mark Smith and Clay Smith constitutional under state law. high court ruled that the rollback
newspapers are rated by people that there were 162 water will be involved in the program. Three new corporations were
served as pallbearers. Buriel was
The court said the law applied law was constitutional for
as the best way to find out about districts in the state of the 234 A breakfast will be served prior formed in Murray over the past the Lassiter Cemetery.
Dublin,age 63, died Wednesday in the Mt. Olive Cemetery with equally throughout the state, planning commission and cities.
utilities regulated by the PSC. to the meeting by Billy Smith, several
news and advertised items.
weeks.
the
Blalock.
arrangements
by
the
though the assessments did The rulings came in a case
"This is going to get completely Hal Smith, Buster McCallon, Town & Country Shop, Inc. of at 9:10 a.m. at the Convalescent Coleman Funeral Home.
against the City of Ashland which
Newspapers are considered the out at control," Kelley said, Lubie Parrish and other helpers. 1301 Chestnut Street was in- Division of the Murray-Calloway The infant boy was stricken ill differ.
County Hospital. He was a retired
that school proposed a higher rate thant the
opinion
noted
The
best way to find out about ad- "unless the legislature gets the
corporated at $30,000 with Ida employe of Union Carbide
Cor- at the home on Thursday at his districts could raise taxes above rollback allowed and a case
vertised items by both men and best engineering and legal brains
Mae Huie, Larue Dunn Spann poration and
OAKS
BREAKFAST
a
member of the home and was rushed to the the rollback rate by winning against the Northern Kentucky
women, all age groups, all to tell us how to supply water to
emergency room of the MurrayThe regular weekly breakfast incorporators. The firm will Bell City Church of Christ.
approval Inn vote of the citizens. Area Planning Commission from
education levels, all income the citizens."
engage in buying and selling of Surviving are
his wife, Mrs. Calloway County Hospital where The court's ruling that the law Kenton County, which also sought
levels. The best prospects . . David M. Magill, state and will be served at the Oaks wearing apparel of all kinds.
Burlie Hall Dutdini three sons, he died at 10:42 a.m. He was born is consitutional removed a major a higher rate than was allowed.
those interested in the particular local finance officer in the state Country Club on Saturday, June
Thursday, June 10, at 10:42 a.m.
Vita-Land, Inc. of 522 Whitnell
advertising message. . are even finance department, agreed with 19, from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. All Avenue was incorporated with Donald Dublin of Cuba, Hal
and weighed ten pounds six
more likely to consider the Kelley's recommendation but members and their families are 200 shares no par. Paul Shapiro Dublin of Tri City, and Artell
Dublin of Denver, Colo.; two ounces at birth. He and his
added that the water district urge4.attend.
newspaper the best source.
was the incorporator and the firm
daughters,
Mrs. Charles Roberts mother were released from the
authority should be expanded to
„
will deal in real and personal of
Mayfield
and Miss Starlon local hospital on Tuesday.
Of those interviewed, 67 percent include sewage treatment
ONE ARRESTED
property, goods, wares and Marie
Dublin of Tri City; two Survivors are his parents, Mr.
said they look forward to ad- districts.
merchandise.
and Mts. John Wylie Trenholm,
vertising in newspapers. Only 25 Magill said bonded in- One person was cited for public Thurman Furniture, Inc of 208 brothers, Coy Dublin of Hazel and
Sr., of Kirksey Route One;
per cent look forward to TV debtedness of water districts in drunkenness and blocking the East Main Street was in Earl Dublin of Phoenix, Ariz.,
two sisters, Mrs. Codie Cochrtun grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. DETROIT—The Murray No. was next with $5.03 followed by
the state now amounts to 2141 road near the Palestine United
commercials.
awarded Annapolis, bid. Lodge No. 296
corporated at 5,000 shares, no par of Sparta,
Ill., and Mrs. Marvin Wylie Trenholm of Murray and 2011 Moose Lodge was
Methodist Church about midnight G. M. Thurman is the inClass B for the State with $4.74 and Arlington, Texas
of
place
in
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Refus
Smith
first
Easley
of
Mayfield; 10 grand.
People believe advertising is Most water districts in the state last night by Deputy Sheriffs corporator and the firm deals in
Kirksey Route One; great of Kentucky in the Mooseheart- Lodge No. 142 with $4.47.
honest (65 per cent) and that it were built through national Maurice Wilson and Gerald general furniture and mer- children and two great
grandparents, Mrs. Nettie Fulton Moosehaven Endowment Fund
Purpose of the Endowment
grandchildren.
helps in the production of better Farmers Home Administration Cohoon.
chandise.
of Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Jeanette competition Wednesday.
Fund is to insure the future of
products (77 per cent). All this
Trenholm and John K. McIntosh, The winners were announced both Mooseheart, the Moose City
information comes from six
SAME NAME
both of New Brunswick, Canada. by Jack Tessier, Chairman of the of Children near Aurora, Ill., and
major advertising rematch
The Larry Smith charged in the
Mooseheart-Moosehaven En- ?Aoosehaven, the Moose City of
projects financed by newsprint
breakins is not Larry Gene Smith
dowment Fund Board, at the Contentment for aged members
companies.
of Paducah, son of Mr. and Mrs. Twin Lake Coon Club
Wednesday session of the 83rd and their wives near Jacksonannual international convention ville, Fla., against any possible
Weekend Events
Plans
DaY I james
of the Loyal Order of Moose being future emergencies.
tt" MurraY.
The Twin Lake Coon Club will held at Cobo Hall here.
By Drew Von Bergen
official who opposed his re- action "has nothing to do with m)
have its monthly buddy hunt on There are three divisions of the
WASHINGTON (UPI)—One of election in 1970.
Saturday, June 19, at eight p.m. contest. Class A is open to lodges
of
thr
admiration
support
of
or
The annual Vacation Bible Kentucky's two Republican U. S. Relations between Snyder and
On Sunday, June 20, at one with 1,000 members or more,
School Will be held at the Coles congressmen plans to snub the Nunn have been cool ever since vice president, the Governor, or
p.m., the club will have drag Class B is open to lodges with 200
the
local
candidates
for
or
state
Methodist
United
Camp Ground
party's -"Agnew Appreciation the congressman openly opposed
racing, treeing contest, and to 999 members and Class C is for
Church starting Monday,June 21, Day" ,fund-raising event in a hike in the state sales tax which office this November".
The funeral for Mrs. Torn
swhning.
"I
support
Republican
the
lodges with from one to 199 (Connie) McPherson was held
and continuing through Friday, Louisville Saturday because of a Nunn pushed through the state
The public is invited to attend. members.
ticket and will work diligently for
June 25.
today at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel of
continuing intraparty feud at the legislature in 1968.
them in the fourth district and
In addition to naming winners the Miller Funeral Home, Hazel,
Classes for nursery through state level.
Earlier this week, Snyder elsewhere in Kentucky when
international
state,
each
in
teens will be held each morning
with Rev. Elbert Johns, Jr.,
HOSPITAL PATIENT
brought the matter directly to the requested by my friends and
winners are selected from the officiating.
from nine to 11:30. Rev. James The event, which includes a attention of Emberton at a $100.
underwent
Poyer
Minnie
Mrs.
supporters," he said.
state winners. They are:
Griffith, church pastor, will be $25-a-person picnic and $100-a- person reception at the Capitol
were
Joe
surgery at the Community Class A, 1-Steelton, Pa.; 2- Pallbearers
Although Snyder plans to avoid
person reception, is being held to
the director.
DuPerrieu, Frank DuPerrieu,
Tuesday.
on
Mayfield,
Hospital,
Washington.
Hill
Club
in
the
event,
the
offices
of
Sen.
-Greensburg,
and
3
Essex, Md.;
The public is Invited to attend. build the campaign coffers of As important campaign conShe is in Room 204 for those who Pa.; Class B, 1-Hamilton, Ber- Darrell Wilson, Vernon Wilson,
Marlow W. Cook and John
GOP gubernatorial nominee
Bryan Stewart, and Roy Provine.
or
cards
her
send
to
like
would
tributors
and
party
personalities
Sherman Cooper, both R-Ky., as
muda; 2-Annapolis, Md.; and 3- Burial was in the South Pleasant
Thomas D. Emberton. Vice
letters.
Snyder
could
be
milled
about,
well
as
the
other
GOP
and
Class
Bethlehem,
Pa.;
New
President Spiro T. Agnew is to be
Grove Cemetery with the
heard arguing with Emberton congressman, 71m Lee Carter,
C„1-Silver Springs, Md.; 2- arrangements by the Miller
the principal speaker.
over
treatment
by
state
GOP
said they will attend.
Mostly fair and continued
$100 MILLION THIEF—This BITTEN POSTMEN REVOLT Nanticoke, Pa.; and 3-Arlington, Funeral Home of Hazel.
is Rohert F. Cudak, 29, who
warm weather will prevail Rep. M. G. (Gene) Snyder, R- officials.
MANCHESTER. N.H.(UPI) Texas.
Mrs. McPherson, age 80, died
throughout Kentucky today Ky., who represents the Fourth Snyder refused to divulge Secretaries Chapter To
told the Senate Investiga- —Postmaster Roger Brassard Heart-shaped plaques are Wednesday at three p.m. at
River
the
Ohio
District
along
specifics
of
his
dispute,
when
tions Subcommittee in plans to take drastic steps to presented to Moose lodges, who Lourdes
through Saturday. Widely
Hospital, Paducah. She
Hold Luncheon Monday
Washington that he and his protect mail carriers from their on a per capita basis make the
scattered - afternoon thun- from Louisville to the Covington- asked by UPI.
was the daughter of the late Fate
he
acknowledged
area,
Newport
"Inquiry
has
been
made
by
the
nine-man
stole
"contoday
and
gang
southeast
dog.
the
family
contributions
to
dershowers
largest
The Murray Chapter of the
old nemesis—the
En- Wilson .and Lugina Dalton
Saturday. Highs today mostly in would not attend the fund-raiser. press concerning my failure to National Secretaries Association servatively" $100 million in
Brassard said Thursday post- Mooseheart-Moosehave
Wilson.
around
centers
feud
state
central
participate
in
the
The
the Ms. Lows tonight mostly in
will have a luncheon at the stocks, bonds, jewelry,cash, men had more than 10,000 bites dowment Fund during the year. Survivors include one niece
the 60s. Highs Saturday upper Ms Snyder's dissatisfaction with committee function this Satur- Murray Woman's Club House on furs, etc., from airports last year in the state, the Total contributions average more Mrs. Rubel Stewart of
Paducah
over the nation between second highest cause of all than a quarter of a million dollars
handling of patronage and some day," Snyder said. 'The reasons Monday, June 21, at
and lower 90s.
noon.
and three nephews, Darrell IIIK
1966 and 1970. He said he Injuries to postmen.
top party posts in Snyder's are the same as when I failed to Each member is asked to
each year.
bring
Vernon Wilson of Murray aix
lost his share gambling.
district by both the ad- participate in their previous e name tag given
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
If owners of truculent dogs dc
Two lodges, Hamilton, Ber- Cornell Wells of Murray
to her at the Cudak
Rout(
New..
York's
B.
said
Gov.
Louie
ministration
of
function".
fund-raising
and
cloudy
not come up with an alternate muda No. 1657 and Silver
Clear to partly
installation meeting. All memKennedy ,and -Chicago's method, Brassard said, mail. Springs, Md. No. 195, each with a Four.
warm with chance of showers Nunn the the Republican State "I do not hare to discuss these bers are urged to attend.
O'Hare were bad on securand thundershowers Sunday Central Executive Committee. matters with the news media as
men will simply stop their per capita contribution of VIA
FREE IUTTENS
ity. Atlanta had almost
fourth
currently
in
his
they
are
internal
party
matters
Snyder,
most
Tuesday,
PUPPIES ARE FREE
appointed
rounds, and the tied for the honor of being -the Three kittens,seven weeks old,
night through
none, but that Los Angeles
reportedly
is
and
do
not
merit
public
airing,"
house,
in
the
term
Several puppies are free to was
numerous during the afternoons
pretty tight. Cudak is missed mail will be returned k highest contributor for the 1970- one gray male and two black and
persons for pets. For inforoation serving seven years in At- the post office marked "uncle 71 year.
and evenings. Lows 603 and low peeved at the party's refusal to Snyder said.
white females. For further inoust at least one county GOP He said, however, that his call 793-2540.
70s. Highs Ms and low 90s.
liverable"
Nanivoke. Pa. Lodge No. 136 formation call 753-3956.
lanta ,for mail theft.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Mrs. Adams
Dies Thursday

State Court Of Appeals
Reverses Lower Decision

Rev. J. D. Wilford
Dies In California

Breakfast Planned
By Kirksey Men

Kirksey Dublin
Funeral Is Today

Rites Held Today
For Trenholm Baby

New Corporations
Are Formed Here

Local Moose Lodge Wins
Endowment Fund Plaque

Bible School Will
Be Held Next Week

NG

to float
.(r with
IC ture

SurfIn
Pool Fun

DO

gn
Rubber
$ 1 77

GOP Congressman Snyder Plans
To Snub Agnew Appreciation

McPherson Rites
Are Held Today

The Weather

r
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Paris Begins
'Center Plans

An editorial

Freon The COROTer"101

PARIS, Tenn., June 17. —
The Paris City Commision
Thursday night began what
were des:Tibed as exploratory
talks on construction of a civic
center complex estimated
roughly to cost two million dollars.
Meeting in special session
with a consulting engineer of
Memphis, the commission unveiled plans to apply for federal public works funds if new
funds become available.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Corn munity
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
FRIDAY—TUNE 18, 1971

The newly proposed city garbage collection and disposal
system moved forward at the meeting of the Murray City Council
when it decided that a proposed ordinance be drawn up
regulating the administration of the system.
Both the Calloway County Fiscal Court and the Murray City
Council accepted the offer of the Federal Government of 162,549 to
be used in the construction of the Murray-Calloway County AirWT.
The College High School FBLA chapter was one of five chapters
in Kentucky to receive a Gold Seal award.
Mrs. Lucille Fanner Austin of Murray will attend a summer
language institute at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.,
starting June 19.

A citation of honor for more than
lye years of service for
Crippled Children has been awarded to. .0. Turner of Murray
by
the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children. Turner is
chairman
for the Easter Seal Agency here.
Henry Latt Waldrop, son of Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Waldrop of
Hazel, is serving aboard the battleship USS New Jersey in the
Korean iorcl bombardment of the Korean Coast.
James B. Whitnell of Murray will receive his Master of Arts
degree in linguistics at Indiana University on June 22.
The North Team beat the South team 63 to 70 in the
annual
basketball classic held at Murray State University on June 16.

Far wbamewer exaltetb biome. doll be abased: and he that
amble&
self shall be ensIONL-4Aske 14:11.
A man's pride will bring him lovr,, bet honour shall uphold the
humble in spirit, and before honour is humility.

Isn't It The Truth!

Stop it, you anti-Americans!
Stop criticizing everything and
everybody and every motive
and every action except your
own. Stop constantly sniping at
your government. What in the
world is the matter with you?
You have the most wonderful
nation on earth, a nation that
has gone to extraordinary
lengths to uplift the poor, feed
the hungry, comfort the afflicted and extend justice to
everyone. Yet here you are,
applauding the very people
who degrade and mock America, who tell you how selfish
and corrupt Americans are.

can so-called patriots, instead
of having any sympathy for
our boys who, of course. had to
fight back, felt sorry only for
the old men and children who
got hurt in the mixup.
Of course they would get
hurt in that kind of a mess.
We had a lot of boys killed in
that action. The anti-Americans had no sympathy for our
boys, but they had all kinds
of sympathy for the poor villagers who were simply used,
innocently or otherwise, by
the Vietcong. This is war,
make no mistake about it, but
these anti-American loudmouths seem to believe we
have no right to wage it in
our own defense.

Your own eyes and your
own common sense should tell
you that in no other land, under no other system, is the
individual more respected or
better treated. Nowhere is a
person as free to do what he
wants with his life. Nowhere
in the world, despite our occasional overemphasis on getting and spending, are charity
and service to mankind more
practiced or revered than
right here in America.
For the past couple of years
you have allowed a small
handful of hypocritical critics
to flagellate us and our government.
Be realistic, America.
Where is your sense of proportion? We aren't a debased
or rotten nation. We have our
share of criminal misfits, but
most of us are pretty decent
people — hard - working, law
- abiding, God - fearing. All
of us want a better life for
ourselves and our children,
and most of us want a better
life for our neighbors too.

Didn't enlist
One U.S. senator actually
said that American prisoners
of war in Hanoi might as well
just stay there, because they
certainly wouldn't have been
prisoners if they had had
enough sense not to enlist for
a useless and barbaric war.
Well, the fact is they didn't
enlist — they were drafted.

are more wicked than
too, will discover
you,
and
history
at
women. Look
that women sin wholeheartedly, without conscience
and with more pleasure than men; and when the
great female sinners die their names appear on the
gloried rolls of those wonderful, provocative women
one can't forget.
It is not at all true that men

"No woman ever became very
wicked all at once."
—Paraphrasing Juvenal, AD 110

FLESHLY MONASTERIES,(WHAT A SUBJECT!)
Dad said the monastery concept in religion is an interesting
approach to facing life. Dad usually spends most of his time
looking and listening and very little time talking. It is only after
cairrul observation that he dares to speak at all. Then when he
speaks he would much rather speax ot sometning non controversial So he smiles as he says, "lhe monastery concept in
religion is an interesting approach to life."
"The actual concept," he begins, "involves the
movement out of the
to
main stream of life
better equipt one's self for
life. From this lofty
vantage point that person can more nearly communicate with the
realities of life, or at least become more vocal. He feels, in effect,
protected and secure as he voices' his opinion on the depravity
(mess! I the world is in. That withdrawn vocal person is like the
little bird that feels his place is to perch in the most lofty tree top
and shout down to the ground.(Not even the cat pays him much
mind from such a position.,"
Dad said, "By description, the monastery is a place of high
thick walls, regimented routines, joy steming from one's own
piousness, seffistmess well seasoned with a deep distrust of the
motives of outsiders. The dress and conduct code is well
prescribed with no tolerance for variation. The only real excement coming from the discovery of new innovations of sin in
the outsiders. While actual participation cannot be condoned the
satisfaction of observation is acceptable." Dad said, "Witness the
popularity of the soap box opera's and X rated movies "Dad." I
said, "I thought you were talking about a type of monastery."
Dad just said, "I am'
Bob Little

KING OF BEASTS
Three times he slapped his tail against the water.
The acceptible alarm by the beaver.
I was quietly fishing not for beavers,
He was alarmed, or playing, or crazy.
In my intelligence I was suddenly humbled,
How subtle the realization that he was smarter than me.
Long before I understood he wasn't afraid,
*He knew I wasn't fishing for him
- Thomas0 Perkins

But this antWkIttericanism
is corrupting ourtational
soul. It's having a harmful effect on our children. who are
beginning to believe it. This
false picture is making it easier for the haters, the doomsayers and the malcontents,
those with the biggest mouths
and the smallest consciences,
to mislead and confuse us. It
is twisting our values, making
it difficult for our children to
know right from wrong.
Thousands of American
boys have been killed in Vietnam by being trapped in
hamlets where men, women
and children were paraded as
villagers, when actually they
were armed with Vietcong
Molotov cocktails, bombs and
what have you. Our boys
were trying to be decent and
suddenly they found themselves completely surrounded
by villagers armed to the
teeth and destroying them.
But the poor bleeding hearts
in America, these anti-Amen-

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Friday, June 18, the
69th day of 1971.
The moon is between its last
tuarter and new phaseThe tnorniog , star; are
derrury) Vents,, -Mars and
iaturn.
The evening star is Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Gemini.
American artist James Montgomery Flagg was born June
18, 1877.
On this day in history:
In 1812 the United States
declared war on Britain for the
second time in its brief history.
In 1815 Napoleon was defeat
ed at the Battle of Waterloo
Belgium.
In 1935 Adolf Hitler signed
treaty with Britain, promis'
not to expand the German na
beyond 35 per cent of
strength of the English navy.
In 1953 Egypt was-procla
a republic by the "Arm
Council of the Revolution."

Terrible atmosphere
It is unbelievable that so
small a minority of Americans. these loudmouths. could
create such a terrible atmosphere in this country. If it
were not for the loudmouths.
the world would know almost
nothing about what is going on
here, because it is so much
more peaceful here, and safer,
than any place else in the
world. But to hear these bleeding heal ts yell, you would
think Russia is a Utopia compared to America.
Stop this anti-American rot.
Because if you don't, America's youth will be consumed
by the stench of this hypocritical rhetoric.

but nothing, believe me,
dark and lasting
as the stone.
Yours, brother, is the art
where when the bones
are sand
will still in silence stand.

Business Consultants
for
Small and Large Firms
FINANCIAL - OPERATIONS PERSONNEL - SALES

NORVEL, associates
Gilbertsville, Ky. - P.O. Box 451
502/362-4379
Formally Chicago-New York-Nashville Area

blood red,
and you weave a subtle
secret on your lips
as though the fist kiss
is the parting.
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But what if the other party,
perhaps weeks or months afterward, insists that your letter
never arrived? If it came to a
showdown in court, how would
you stand?
Fortunately, te-6-iV ólfurs you
a helping hand in the form of a
"presumption." That is, the law
will presume that the letter did
arrive, provided you had the correct amount of postage and the
correct address. As one court
explained:
"It is a presumption founded
on the probability that (postal
An American

Bar Association

employees) will do their duty."
Furthermore, you may get the
benefit of the presumption even
if the letter was not placed directly into a mailbox. One court
applied the presumption to a letter handed to a mailman (while
on duty). Another court applied
it to a letter dropped into the
mail chute of an office building.
However, there are limits. The
presumption was denied when a
man simply left some mail in an
bpen lobby, in the expectation
that the mailman would eventually pick it up.
Furthermore, like most presumptions, this one is subject to
being defeated if there is sufficient evidence against it.
In one case, an embattled
debtor claimed to have mailed an
important legal notice to the office of his creditors. But in a
court -hearing, both partners in
the firm took the witness stand
and solemnly swore that the notice had never been received.
Then their bookkeeper toOk
the stand and swore the same
thing.
This testimony was enough to
convince the court that the letter
had indeed failed to reach its
destination. lt was more likely,
said the court, either that the
debtor had neglected to put it in
the mail or that the post office
had—for once—neglected to dc
its duty.

JACKSON, Tenn.
— The
141st General Assembly of
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church elected E. Thach Shauf
as the denomination's new moderator here Wednesday.
Shauf, 52, was chosen in a second ballot over Tom B. Campbell, of Fort Wor:h, Tex.
More than 1,500 delegates and
commissioners are attending
the meeting as representatives
of 19 states, 49 presbyteries and
several foreign countries.
Four persons were Gomel:IOC
for moderator ,and Owe e&gsk
mated in the first ballot were J,
C. Womack of Madison vill e,
Ky., and Herbert Carlock of Oak
Ridge, Tenn.
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Shauf has served as the pastor of a Clarksville, Tenn., Cumberland Presbyterian Church
for four years and prior to that
'was a minister in Paducah, Ky.,
for 12 years. He succeeds retiring moderator Dr. L. C. Waddle
of Bethel Co,lege at McKenzie,
Tenn.
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Church Body Picks
Shauf As Moderator

A thought for today: French
writer Sebastien Chstmfort said,
"The most wasted day of all '
that one which we have no
laughed."

ougwoods fall on your hair
and it on them
till gold and white
push mystery deep
on flowers crosses
tipped red,

a;

Wissing Letter

vwne,
,w,

Stop it. America, before it
is too late! —E.C.P.
Tbe Arizona Republic

ARTIST, THEY SAY
They call me artist
and mine a craft
already gone before it's said
On, it's true, a few words
get stolen from the wind,
get down, twisted maybe,
onto soft wood'

"You should know what will
be needed 10 years from now."
Earl Thompson, who has done
other engineering work for the
city, said new ,federal public
works funds soon may become
available to economically d.'.
pressed areas.
Referred to was a 5.5-billion -dollar federal public
works bill approved by the
Senate and House and sent to
President Nixon Tuesday.
The President, however, has
threatened to veto the bill.

But the very men who are
loudest in their criticism of
President Nixon and the present situation in Vietna m,
which gradually is being
solved. aye the very ones who
really helped start the whole
mess. This it the worst display
of national hypocrisy we have
ever witnessed in this country.

June 28, marks the beginning of the third Jessie Stuart creative
writing workshop held on the Murray State Campus. This is an
exciting event especially for young hopeful writers. Mr. Stuart
personally teaches the short story division. Lee Pennington, one
of Ky's finest young writers, teaches the poetry division. From
time to time some of his works have appeared in this column. I am
including some today for your pleasure, and to introduce you to
the possibility of being in one of his classes this summer For
further information please contact the university.

Le

C 1,
17 1 Ntncr 1,an Hat A sNodat ion

And mahy of the very men
who supported President John
F. Kennedy when he went into
Vietnam and who supported
the Tonkin Resolution, later,
when the war became unpopular, turned about-face and
blamed the `.1 hole thing on
President Lyndon Johnson.
And now they are blaming it
on President Nixon, who didn't
have a single thing to do with
Starting this war.

'effect
Harigifel
••.

by Carl Elbiet Jr.

As outlined by Paris Mayor
Joe Mobley, the center would
include a large assembly area
seating upwards of 6,000 people, limited kitchen facilities, a
public library, several large,
multi-purpose meeting rooms,
a police communication section, and an estimated eightacre parking area.
Also discussed were a municipal swimming pool, ice
skating rink and basketball or
indoor sports arena.
"We are in the talking
stage," the mayor stressed,
"but we want to begin planning to be ready if federal
funds are made available."
The consulting engineer, who
discussed the center idea with
commissioners earlier this
week, said the city should
"have in mind what it wants to
proceed with."

1(4

THE
FAMILY LAWYER
There is something reassuring
,bout the click of the mailbox
atch, as your important letter
dides down and out of sight.
Whether you are making an in,urancis payment or meeting a
:ax deadline or completing a busness deal, you feel relief: "Well,
'hat's taken care of."
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Kessinger Goes 6 for 6 To
Lead Cubs Past Cardinals
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Baseball
Standings

South Highlands
Pairings Are Set

Major League 111/118Wl.
By United Press 11111Moidisoa1
National League ‘•
By FRED McMANE
Kessinger. 'There's luck in it. I Pat Dobson hurled a fiveMAYFIELD, Ky.-The field is determine whiners in the 1971
East
UPI Sports Writer
never hit that way before. hitter and Elrod Hendricks hit
set for this weekend's South event.
W. L. Pct. GE
Don Kessinger of the Chicago Today I
might go 04or-5. But a two-run homer as the Orioles Pittsburgh
Highland Invitational Golf TourMayfield's Jeff Wolfe, sched40 24
Cube is doing some last minute
yesterday I could see the ball downed the Yankees. Mel New
nament
with
120
entries.
The
uled
for a 1:50 p.m. teeoff Sat3%
.576
25
34
York
campaigning for the National good, and
like they say, hit it Stottlemyre was the victim of St. Louis
36-hole tournament gets under urday, is defending champion in
36 30 .545 5
League All-Star balloting.
where they weren't.
way Saturday at the nine-hole the annual tournament. Wolfe,
Hendricks' homer and suffered Chicago
32 32 .500 8
All score cards must be turned South Highland Country Club winner of the last two events,
"I haven't changed anything. his fifth loss in 12 decisions.
Four weeks of qualifying play
Montreal
25 32 .439 11% for
The slick fielding shortstop Same
the annual Men's Inter-Club in to the pro upon completion of course and continues through fired a three-under-par 60-70bat, same stance, same
Philadelphia
25 36 .410 13%
who currently ranks a close
Tournament at the Calloway the qualfying play for validafion, Sunday.
everything. I just marked the Dick Drago tossed a six-hitter
139 to easily outdistance veteran
West
third in the voting for the NI. bat well
County Country Club will start and once the 18-hole qualifying
so I'll know it again. I and Chuck Harrison drove in a
Jim Pryor, also of Mayfield, in
GB
Pct.
L.
W.
All-Star team behind Bud used the
last year's test.
same one on all six pair of runs to spark Kansas San Francisco 41 25 .621 ... tomorrow, June 19, the tour- round is started, no player may
Harrelson of New York and hits."
City's triumph. Paul Schaal
Here are the pairings for Satnament committee has an- cease play except in the case of Saturday's 18-hole round will
Los Angeles
35 n .547 5
Maury Wills of Los Angeles, In the
an emergency or because of qualify area goiters for the four urdars say:
nounced.
only other ML game, xillected three hits for the Houston
31 33 .484 9
flights and Sunday's final tour
turned in the finest single game
7:30-Bill Holland. Carl Puckett. D.
A qualifying round of 18 holes inclement weather.
Cincinnati whipped Atlanta 5-1. Royals.
Amos Cash.
Atlanta
30 37 .448 11%
on the par 36-35-71 course will Ringo.
hitting exhibition by a cub in 34 Baltimore
innings
pitched
five
Less
Cain
Reeler, Tom Reymann.
9410--Gene
After
all
qualifying
must
rounds
be
played before Sunday,
beat New York 3-1,
Clyde Kesterson, Boyce Allen.
ZS 36 .438 12
years Thursday
when
he Kansas City blanked California e record his fifth victory in six Cincinnati
have been completed, the players
Kent ladelL
July
Chapman.
11,
11:10-3ill
after
which
the
con23 41 .359 17
kin Diego
Dale Chapman. Al Sorg.
collected six hits in six at bats 5-0, Detroit
cluding 18 holes will be played will be flighted for the final 18
nipped Cleveland 4- iecision.s and also bunted home
&ID-Ralph Scott, Dwight Kills.
Thursday's
Results
to lead Chicago to a 7-8, 10- 3, and
he Tigers' first run as Detroit
Steve Carries, HIS. MitrPlri.
Sunday, July 18, with the low 25 holes on July 18.
Minnesota
topped
IL30-Bob McCord, Roger Fields.
inning victory over the St. Chicago
Jested Sam McDowell. Cain Chicago 7 St. Louis 6 (10 inns) scores qualifying for the Play will be "down" for both
Bob Sparks. Jack Morris.
7-8 in
American
Cincinnati 5 Atlanta 1
11:40-.James Sutter. Ford Greer, John
Louis Cardinals.
NU
forced
to
leave
the
game
in
League action.
Calloway County Invitational the qualifying round and the final
Hall. Randall On
Kessinger, who raised his
Adkins, Craig Ford. Tom
be sixth inning with a sore (Only games scheduled)
ike0-Toni
18
Carrico
holes,
and
shutout
the
ball
Duncans,
is
not
to
1;
f0,
be
Tournament,
scheduled
for July
Kesainger's
hitting
offset ,itching shoulder. The Tigers
Burgess, Pat Beardaler.
Today's Probable Pitchers
average to .287, became the
Prichett
topped
Lancaster, Charles Dottouched
the
except
on
Kegheasier149:00-Fred
24-25.
the tee and
home runs by the Carinals' Joe
son. Dal Boyd. Herb Hurley.
62nd player in the National
pot only six hits in the game Philadelphia (Reynolds 1-0
Players wishing to participate putting green. All other rules 6 and Moose defeated Carroll 9:10-Sidney Webb, Roe Al•Walle•
Torre, Julian Javier and Ted
League to get six hits in a
out took advantage of an error at New York (Gentry 5-4) must inform the club pro, Jimmy governing play at the club also Volkswagen 9-4 in men's softball Joe VancLL Dean Tates.
Simmons. The Carinals also
et.20-13111 Harp. Jim Prior. Jim
game and the first Cub player
oy McDowell to score two runs night.
action Wednesday night.
Muagove. Tim Lambert.
Sullivan, of their intention to will be in effect.
tied a major league record by
Coburn John Boa, SherMontreal (Renko 7-5) at
930-Pete
to get six hits since July 5,
Ln the fifth.
qualify and to pay the $3.00 eniry In charge of the tournament
man Houseman. lotto Edwards.
using five pitchers in one inning
1937, when Fred Demaree went
Minnesota, trailing by three Pittsburgh (Walker 2-8), night fee prior to teeing off for the are Ted and Bob Billington and The Men's softball league will
11,40--Day. Barkley, Herman Shaw.
-the eighth-as they tried
John Barkley, W. B. Illerieon.
6-for-7 in a 14-inning game.
runs in the top of the 11th, Houston (Wilson 5-4) at Lc* qualifying round.
111.60-Kem Albritton. Alan Sad*
begin playing their Sunday
Bill Doss.
fruitlessly to prevent the Cubs
Buss PriL Ted Turner.
Kessinger scored three runs
rallied for four runs in their Angeles (Osteen 7-4), night.
evening games at City Park this Jr..
10-Randy Jones. Sonny Gipson.
from tying the score. Jim
In the game, including the
Stanley. Milton West.
half of the inning to defeat the St. Louis (Reuss 6-6) at
Jon
Sunday with Beales going against
Hickman had a homer for
winning run in the 10th. He led
Wbite Sox. George Mitterwald, Chicago (Pappas 6-6).
Duncans
at
6:30
followed
by
the
1(1.10-Lee
SLIME Joe Ford. Al ColChicago.
Atlanta (Jarvis
2-7) at
John Campbell.
off the inning with a single,
whose home run had tied the
Outsiders vs. Moose and Carrico ter,
Hale, Scott Nall
Lee May collected a single
1200-Roy
Brown
moved to second on a sacrifice
game at 3-3 in the sixth, singled Cincinnati (Nolan 3-7), night.
Jr.. Bobby Brown. Lanny Lasicaster.
vs. Dexter.
and a double to drive in three
/2:10-Toin Freeman. Rill Bennett.
and scored on a single by Ron
home Tony Oliva with the San Diego (Phoebus 3-6 and
Phil Wolfe. Dub Lancaster.
runs as the Reds beat the
NEW YORK ( UPI)-Johnny
12:20-Howard Cochran. Mike Howinning run in the 11th. Arlin 2-9) at San Francisco
Santo. Kessinger also doubled
gan. Steve Brian, Bob Porter.
Braves. Jim McGlothlin went
Bench has made a shambles of
and scored the tying run in the
Harmon Killebrew also ho- Marichal 8-4) and Reberger 2Latta. Dale Latta. Christy
11.30-134
the distance for Cincinnati,
Hall, Danny Roger..
the race for catcher on the
mered for the Twins in the )), 2, twi-night.
fttith.
McGregor, John Walk1.3:40-Gale
scattering seven hits to record
Saturday's Games
National League All Star squad.
er, Joe Warren. Jos Duke
game while Bill Melton hit his
"I can't explain it. Doesn't
12-50-WIlburn
Strls, Teddy Ebiaey.
his third victory in seven
Philadelphia at New York
Results of balloting released
12th homer for Chicago.
everybody hit that way?" said
Myren Moore, Jerry Austin.
decisions.
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)Vil- today by the Baseball Commis100-Waldo Golliher, Steve GoWher,
Montreal at Pittsburgh
tack Kotler. John Livingston.
Houston at Los Angeles, night lanova University Thursday sioner's office show Bench, the
l.10-Charles Murphy. Dave Severna
1.20-Ray Wurth, Steve Rattler. Bill
acknowledged what Howard Cincinnati Reds' star who
St. Louis at Chicago
Sturgis, Ronnie EnUdeen.
Porter
all
along
denied
and
the
Stanley, Harold Handley.
1.30-Bill
Atlanta at Cincinnati, night
earned Most Valuable Player
'21sarlos Rambo, Steve Barger.
result spells forfeiture
of honors last season, with an
San Diego at San Francisco
1:40-Tommy Thomas. Carl MoGe.
Hal Brown, Rufus Hughes.
honors won in the 1971 National incredible 250,000-vote lead over
Wes Furgerson, son of MSU Me,
1:50--Jeff Wolfe, Bill Hale. Alan
American League
Collegiate Athletic Association Pittsburgh's Manny Sanguillen. Coach Bill and Mrs. Furgerson, Smith. Howard Shaw,
East
200-Homer Pace. Darrell Delleas.
basketball season.
Bench was listed on 302,053 highlighted the junior golf ac- Brodie Davis. Henry Mueller.
W. L. Pct. GB
2,10-Al McClain. Mike Holton. MorThe evidence looked convinc- ballots while Sanguillen polled tivities at the Calloway County
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
gan Adams, Paul Hawkins.
38 21 .644 ..
Baltimore
bogey
on
the
bigger
jam
of
17th.
And
20
at
one-overthen
ing--Porter's
signature
on
a
2.20-David Sarten. Richard Allen,
Country
Club
yesterday
with
a
52,708
as
UPI Sports Editor
runnerrup. Dick Dietz
36 27 .571 4
Johnson.
there was poor Larry Hinson. par
71, including
former Detroit
document made public earlit of San Francisco was third at hole-in-one on the par 3, 155 yard, Gerald
ARDMORE, Pa. (UPI)Boston
34
27
.557
5
Everyone
chanipion
Orville
agrees
that
Moody
and
the
26this week in US. District Court 14,242.
number two hole.
Labron Harris, a guy who's
New York
29 34 .460 11
Simons of
in New York.
Young Furgerson used a sixWillie
McCovey of San
never won a pro golf tour- year-old Hinson of Douglas, amateurs Jim
Cleveland
28
33
.459
11
star had agreed to an initial Francisco led Atlanta's Orlando iron to hole his ace. The hole-innament, led the field into the Ga., who has overcome the Winston-Salem, N.C., and Jim Washington
21
38
.356
17
,
payment of $15,000 Dec. 16, Cepeda by almost 80,000 votes one has been entered in the ofsecond round of the US. Open handicap of a crooked arm to Masserio of Pittsburgh.
West
produce a polished golf game, The field will be cut to the
1970, in exchange for his multi- for first base despite the fact ficial hole-in-one sweepstakes.
Golf Championship today with a
W. L. Pct
GB
Is going to win a
big low 60 and ties at the end of
talented services with the that McCovey has missed much
Winners in the activities were:
warning that UCC helped to put
Oakland
41 21 .661
championship
one
of
today's
round,
and
many
big
these
American Basketball Associa- playing time with an arthritic
Girls, 11 & under-Winner,
him on top and it just might
33
Kansas
City
25
.569
6
years. And it seemed that the names were in danger of
lon.
Mary Ann Littleton, runnerup,
knee.
keep him there.
Minnesota
32
32
.500
10
time might just be coming elimination.
Jack Dolph, the ABA corn- Glenn Beckert of Chicago Tammy Boone,and Leanne Dick.
"There's a lot to golf besides when he went a
29 36 .446 13/
1
2
fantastic five- Among these were defending California
mimioner, initialed the agree- held a 24,000-vote lead over
Boys, 11
& under-Winner,
just playing," said the 29-year- under-par Thursday
Milwaukee
22
35
.386
1634
By MILTON RICHMAN,.
after 11 champion Tony Jacklin of
ment and it was turned over to Julian Javier of St. Louis in the Nick Hibbard, runnerup, Gregg
old Harris, who won the US. holes and held it
Chicago
n
.36
.379
17
UPI Sports Writer
England,
who
had
a
they
through 13.
75 and
Pittsburgh Condors when
Garland.
running
for
second
base
while
Amateur Championship in 1962 But then came utter
Thursday's Results
ARDMORE, Pa. (UPI)collapse- bogeyed all of the last three
irafted Porter.
Boys,
12
&
13
-Winner,
David
in the closest race, New York's
but never has been first in bogey, bogey,
Kansas City 5 Cal. 0
bogey, double holes; Don January at 75; and
Porter eventually signed with Bud Harrelson held a slim Frank, runnerup, Tony Boone. Arnold Palmer perked his head
seven years as a playing pros bogey, and bogey-losing six Gary Player, Dave Hill, and Minn. 7 Chic. 6 (11 inn)
up.
the
of
Bulls
the Chicago
Girls, 14-17-Winner .Cathy
6,000-vote margin over Maury
Harris, froth Stillwater, strokes to
Detroit 4 Cleo 3
At first he wasn't sure he had
par in five holes to Dave Stockton, all at 76:
ationalBasketballAsaocition Villa of the Dodgers and Mitchell, runnerup, Jana Jones
Okla., had a three-under-par 35- wind up
heard right.
Nicklaus, with his opening 69 Baltimore 3 New York 1
at 71.
million. However, en Chicago's Don Kessinger was
$1.5
for
Boys,
14-17-Winner,
Wes
32-67 in Thursday's opening "I just got
Today's Probable Pitchers
About to compete in his 19th
tired, completely and only two strokes off the
route to the windy city a 1,000 votes behind Wills.
Furgerson, runnerup, Tommy
round and a one-stroke lead exhausted,"
California ( Messersmith 5-6
US. Open golf
consecutive
said the slim blond pace, remained
the
solid
developed.
squabble
Joe Torre of St. Louis held a Keller.
..pver a second-place trio that Hinson.
championship, he was asked
"It's a tough course." tournament favorite. The reign- at Kansas City (Splittorff 1-0) The Condors claimed Porter strong
Junior
golf
officers
were
37,000-vote advantage
Included colorful Doug Sanders, The
8
wether for the second ing PGA champion said his night.
was their property. Porter over Cincinnati's Tony Perez in elected for the 1971 season. They how significant he felt doing
Bob Goalby, the man who oddly round was expected
Chicago ( Wood 5-3) at Mumewhat he's doing, hitting a little
to be about putting was "atrocious,- but
repudiated
the
ABA
pact,
are Lee Stewart, president;
the battle for third base.
is trying to "live down" having the same
white ball around, in the light
as for opening day, felt that "yo is not a bad score sota (Perry 9-51,- night.
sending
a
letter,
which
was
Jolumy
Hewitt,
vice-president;
Willie Mays of San Francisco,
won a Masters Championship, perhaps a
Oakland (Hunter 9-4) at
bit hotter, which anytime for the first round of
revealed in court documents, Atlanta's Hank Aaron and Cathy Mitchell, secretary; and of everything else happening
and Lanny Wadkins Jr., the could mean,
3-51,
> Lockwood
inthe world today.
acording to Nick- the
U.S. Open." Looking Milwaukee
telling Dolph he didn't wish to Willie Stargell of Pittsburgh led Robbie Hibbard, publicity.
current U.S. Amateur Chem- laus, that the
"Let me hear that again?"
greens which forward to even faster greens night.
play in the ABA "under the the running for the three
Detroit (Colehan 6-2) at
PinhArnold Palmer said.
were "quite fast" on Thursday today, Nicklaus said, "I don'tterms of the document dated outfield slots with St. Louis'
And he was two strokes up on
Cleveland (Hand 0-3), night.
The guy who had asked the
would be even faster as they think
I'll
December 16, 1970..."
ever
play
Lou Brock trailing Stargell by
tournament favorite Jack Nick- baked out. Arnold
New York (Peterson 6-5) at
question originally repeated it.
Palmer, who better, but the better players
And on the suburban Villano- almost 25,000 votes.
8
laus, Bobby Nichols, and dark- Finished bogey-bogey
A bit slower this time. He
as he shot should score better than the Baltimore (Cuellar 10-1), night. va campus the athletic director
Pitchers will be selected by
horse Jim Colbert, at 69 the 3 73, said tough Merton "was others when
(Siebert
9-3)
at
Boston
wanted to know how important,
the greens are
asked Porter to sign an affidavit the
managers
only other players in the pLaying just about as easy
Washington (Bosman 4 - 8), saying he hadn't violated NCAA
By United Press International how significant Palmer actually
as it fast."
prstigious field of 135 pros and will ever play, which means
Leading Batters
considered his work, playingit
rules and jeopardized the
15 amateurs to break par on
Saturday's Games
National League
professional golf in a tourstill a tough course."
Wildcats' records.
opening day over the short but There was a jam of
California at Kansas City
G. AB R. H. Pct. nament such as the U.S. Open.
It
Porter signed and the school
demanding 6,258 yards of the players at even-par
Chicago at Minnesota
Davis, LA
65 252 40 90 .357 "As significant as anything
70, inducisaid they took the "outstandinr
Merion Golf Club.
Oakland at Milwaukee
64 269 45 93.346 else is today," Palmer said
ng Masters Champion Charley
young man" at his word when MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (UPI Garr, Atl
Most of the big name pros Coody and former Open
66 254 40 88 .346 firmly.
Cham- Mike Hoyle, an all-city prep Detroit at Cleveland
he said he wasn't under a pro -A dispute between the Nation rorre, St.L
were done in by Marion's famed pion Lee Trevino, and an even
New York at Baltimore, night
83 252 39 87.345 "I think what I'm doing is
Bckrt, Chi
contract.
golfer from Walker High School
al Football League Player Brock, St.L 63 262 52 89 .340
last three holes, three of the
Boston at Washington, night
significant. Certainly as much
The controversy didn't affect Association and the club owner:
In New Orleans, has signed a golf
toughest finishing holes on any
Porter's play as he paced the was settled Thursday. Playm Staub, Mont 58 206 34 67 .325 as baseball or anything else I
grant
with
Murray
State
course in the country. Harris
Wildcats into the NCAA finals, representatives signed a four Peptne, Chi 47 174 18 56 .322 can think of. What is really
University.
managed a par on each of those
59 221 24 72 .319 significant today? How signifiPennsylvania and year collectil e bargaining con Snglln, Pit
surprising
Hoyle averaged 73.4 strokes a
killers, and that included a
Mays, SF
57 191 38 61.319 cant is the war in Vietnam? I
Western
Kentucky
before
being
round
last
golf
season.
He
was
tract.
The
fifth
annual
National
flirtation with disaster on the
51 185 27 59 .319 can question the significance of
May, Cin
defeated
68-62,
in
hhe
Individual
by
UCLA,
champion
Turner
of
al
of
New
grew
out
dispute
The
Tommie
Quartermiles
final hole when Lady Luck Baseball Tournament will be held
Alou, Hou
51 185 14 59 .319 something like a rock festival
championship
game.
Orleans'
prep
golf
league
tour- and the Murray State University
agreement reached last sum
admittedly came to his assis- In Louisville, Kentucky, July 30,
American
League
up in New Hampshire someThe wildcats finished their mer which ended the player
thorugh August 3, 1971. Three nament last fall and has placed mile relay team will min in the
tance.
G. AB R. H. Pct. where. I'm not knocking it. I'm
a
26-7
greatest
seasons
with
high
in
practically
the
every
in
signed
by
weekend
not
strike
but
was
this
NCAA
track
meet
Harris' first shot on the par- divisions, ages 16-14, 13-12, and
56 222 43 84 .378 not a youth, so let's say it's not
record, and gporter was named owners. The players charge( Oliva, Min
amateur golf event in New Seattle.
four 18th was in the rough at 11-9, wW compete. ;
Murcer,
NY
62
721 36 78 .353 my bag."
valuable
the
Most
Orleans
tournament's
area.
the owners were misinterpret
Turner finished second In last
the right near a concession A team selected from the best
Kaline, Det 54 176 36 57.324
Arnold Palmer, 41, is at that
player.
Coach
Buddy
Hewitt,
fourth
agreement.
whose
the
year's
and
ing
NCAA
meet
players
of
your
area
is
eligible
to
stand. His second took a bounce
Buford, Sal 48 187 47 59 .316 point when certain objects in
Bulls
Murray
Condors
and
the
team
The
won
attorney
the
The
Lindquist,
Ohio
Leonard
freshman
'when
he
was
a
and hit a spectator in the back, participate in a one-game
Toyer, Min
62 257 38 79.307 the distance are becoming
or it could have gone on even elimination tournament. The Valley Conference championship relay finished sixth last year eventually settled their squab- for the players, said the Rchrdt, Chi 49 183 18 56 .306 fuzzy. So he's trying eyeglasses
last season, says Hoyle is one of
won the 600-yard dash in ble out of court, but when Players Association would withfurther into who-knows-what winning players, managers and
B.Rban, Sal 59 230 32 70 .304 occasionally.
the finest prep golfers ever to
NCAA indoor meet last ichard G. Phillips, Porter's draw the unfair labor practice
kind of trouble, and dropped, coaches of each team will receive
Otis, KC
55 218 37 66.303 This is his 17th year as a
sign
with
the
records
Murray.
attorney,
asked
for"Mike
will
be
National
a
before
the
ter.
charge now
still in the rough. Then Iii Individual trophies
D.Rbem,
Sal
48 169 31 51 .302 professional and he has earned
to
great
asset
to
be
was
denied.
our program," Members of the relay are Fred
sealed, he
Board
Relations
Labor
Tr; prior years teams from
came up with a brilliant 59-yard
57 214 32 64.299 81,508,660 on the tour alone.
Rojas, KC
Hewitt
said.
records,
"He's
Faced
with
the
court
already
Sowerby,
Lee
Roy
McGinnis,
(NLRB).
Ohio,
Tennessee,
Indiana
wedge out of the rough five feet
Home Runs
Golf still is the singly most
proven in high school that he can Ashman Samuels, and Turner. Rev. Robert J. Welsh, Villanova
new
Lindquist said the
past the cup, and putted back Illinois, Missouri, and Kentucky
National League: Stargell, Important activity in his life to
play
great
golf
and
I
letter
to
the
expect
president,
sent
a
clearly
him Despite running the second best
contract defines more
to save his par and his lead. have participated in this tourPitt 21; Aaron, AU 19; Bench, him. He's looking for his second
to play even better in college." time ever for a Murray mile NCAA
Thursday, forfeiting the jurisdiction of a neutral
"On the 18th, I could have nament.
Cm 16; Bonds, SF 15; Cepeda. U.S. Open title and there isn't
Hoyle
was
coached
in
honors
money
Villanova
high
and
provides
team
for
selection
relaya
3:06.4-the
physician,
made six," Harris Pointed out. Fa additional information
AU, Williams, CVHI AND May. any question at all how
school by George Casein°, a finished fourth in last week's received in its best season.
of a panel of neutral arbitrators
"But the ball just kept contact C. F. Schildt, Tour14.
CM
important these next four days
former
of
member
the Murray USTFF meet in' Wichita. Turner,
with the commissioner having
Director,
406
bouncing around people and nament
American League: Oliva are to him. Maybe 800-million
team.
tonsillitis,
three,
and
recovering
select
from
to
right
ABA
the
COMMITTEE
NAMES
through people and through Breckinridge Lone, Louisville
Minn 15; Cash, Det 14; Horton. Chinese Communists couldn't
finished fifth in the quarter with a
NEW YORK (UPI)-A four- provides for general arbitration Det 13; Smith, Bos, Melton, Chi
Kentucky 40207.
trees. and I made four.
care less what he does here,
46.4.
man executive tiortunittee was procedures in injury grievance
MOSLEY
that
things like
"When
and Jackson, Oak 12.
and maybe not one mall their
last
meet
NCAA
will
be
the
The
cases.
named
CommisThursday
by
grin,
a
happen," he said with
DFMOSPITALIZED
Runs Batted In
number could tell you what par
SERIES PAIRINGS
perhaps
the
In
which
Turner,
the
sioner Jack Dolph of
"it's hard not to win some- TRENTON, N.J. (UPI)National League: Stargell is for Merion's east course over
INDIANAPOLIS (UPI)-Driv- most outstanding athlete ever at American Basketball Associa- HARVARD HONORS
times."
Pitt 57; Aaron, Atl 53; Torre which the open will be played
Pairings for the 20th Annual
Harris pasted his 67 on the International Babe Ruth Base- er Mike Mosley, who was Murray, will represent the tion. Bill Daniels of the Utah CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPI) St.L 48; Santo, Chi 45; Cepeda (it's 70), but winning another
school.
Stars
will
the
committee
head
board early on a hot and humid 3all World Series scheduled for Injured in a crash at the
-Seventy-eight per cent of the At] 42.
major tournament like this one
Which
also includes Earl 1,085 seniors
29,
May
day and the Stars took pot klbuquerque, N.M., were an- Indianapolis 500
are graduating American League: Killebrew. means everything to Palmer.
Virginia
Foreman
of
the
dischrged
from
couldn't
Thursday
was
and
day
it
all
shots at
with honors from Harvard Minn 50; Petrocelli, Bos and
"I haven't won one in some
FISHES' CHIPS
iounced Thursday.
Squires, Wendell Cherry of the while 92 per cent
bring it down. Time and again, On August 21 the Southwest Methodist Hospital.
of the 272, White, NY 43; Horton, Det and time, he says. "Certainly I'm
LEICESTER, England (UP!)
Kentucky Colonels and Dor seniors at "sister
it was those last three holes -egional winner will meet
concerned. I'd like to show
school' Oliva, Minn 40.
-The British have long loved
Bezahler of the Pittsburgt Radcliffe college won
that turned back the challenge. klbuquerque in the Series
Pitching
honors at
myself I can do it."
fish and chips. Now angler Bill
Condors.
the
WALSTON'S
Goalby, the fellow who won
< •
he 320th commencement cere- National League: Dierker,
-tpener and the Pacific NorthCrouch says fish are also chips
Masters the year Roberto de west and Ohio Valley
Ken Still feels pretty much
monies today.
Hou, Ellis, Pitt and Carlton,
fans.
champs NEW JOB
WEBS DROP JOHNSON
Vicenzo signed an incorrect will vie in the nightcap. The
A spokesman said 59 were St.L 10-3; Jenkins, Chi 10-6; the same way as Arnold
He bought a big of chips from PHILADELPHIA (UPI)-Th( gaduating summa cum laude, Stoneman, Mont 9-4
scorecard and has unjustly had Irst
Palmer.He'd give anything to
round
will conclude CHICAGO (UPI) - Bobby
Mrs of the 202 magna
to listen to criticism ever since, iunday Aug. 22 with Middle Walston, a former end with the a fish and chips shop Wednes- Philadelphia
cum laude and 573 American League: Blue, Oak win the U.S. Open and he says
National Basketball Association cum laude from
was running for a four-under- Atlantic champs
Harvard, the 14-2; Cuellar, Salt 10-1; McNal- what he is doing, playing golf,
meeting Mid- Philadelphia Eagles of the day and settled down beside the
par total when he went into the west Plains titlists and the National Football League, Grand Union Canal using chips announced Thursday that Erwin nation's oldest university. Rad- ly, Balt 10-4; Lolich, Det 10-6; is important in the general
Augusta
Johnson
of
(Ga.)
"terrible trio" and he was Southeast facing the Pacific Thursday was named assistant as bait. In his first 12 hours he
cliffe turned out 10 summa cum Palmer, Salt and Siebert, Bos order 'of things regardless of
stopped by a double bogey five Northwest.
to President George Hales Jr., hooked eight fish-four of them college, the No. 4 draft pick, laude graduates, 88 magna curn 9-3; Hunter, Oak 9-4; Perry, what else is taking place all
has been cut from the squad.
on the 17th. Nicklaus had a
of the Chicago Bears.
large carp.
laude and 151 corn laude.
Minn 9-5.
around him.
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Mrs. Mary Ella Garland Visited By 149
Persons On Her 100th Birthday Recently

Mrs. Amble Willoughby, Mrs.
Perry Hendon, Sha-Wa Circle, at
Friday, June 13
Ruby Harris, Mr. and Mrs.
The WSCS of the Martin's one pin.
Donald Houston and son, Keith,
Chapel United Methodist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Henderson and
Tuesday, June 22
will have a homemade ice cream
children, Sandra Mae and
A Swim Party for kindergarten
social at the City Park at 6:30
Dwayne Ray, Mr. and Mrs.
p.m. The public is invited.
?rough third grade members
Leslie B. Houston, Mr. and Mrs.
and their guests of the Oaks
Martin Crowell, Mr. and Mrs.
The Faculty Couples Bridge Country Club will be held at the
Marvin Garland, Mr. and Mrs.
of
4
and
Rooms
3
will be held in
Mub from ten a.m. to one p.m.
Alvin Burton, Howard Willougb.
the Student Union Building, Each child is to bring a sack
by, Ervie Willoughby, Miss Jan
Murray State University, at 7:30 lunch and a charge of 25 cents
Rose, Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
p.m. For reservations call 753- per child will be made. Mrs. Eli
Houston, Frank Houston, Bro.
7360 or 753-8838.
Alexander is chairman.
and Mrs. Otis Jones, Lisa McBy Abigail Van Buren
Bride.
Members at me Clown Unit of
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of
Also Bro. and Mrs. Glen Cope the Murray-Calloway County
DEAR ABBY: My pet gripe is Newspaper Hogs! I buy a
and children, Donna, Tommie Shrine Club will take part in the Tau Phi Lambda will have a
Part of the Mimeos Inn in Riverside—gone bust.
newspaper on my way to work every morning and the minute
and David, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Calvert City Centennial parade at salad supper at the home of Mrs.
I clock in, someone yells, "Give me the sports section," or
Walker and girls, Sharon, Karon, five p.m. The Murray group will Glenda Smith at 6:30 p.m.
"Can I see Dear Abby?"
Regina, Mrs. Cozy meet at Edsel Beale's place of
and
We have half an hour for lunch, and it's the same at
Lawrence, Dr. Donald Hughes, business in Benton to prepare for The Murray Quota Club will
lunch. I have to ask for things I'd like to read in my own
meet at the Southside Restaurant
Mrs. Violet Ellis and grandson, the parade.
newspaper. No one else goes to the trouble or expense to buy
at noon.
Shane Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
one, but they all want to read mine. One party even had the
Grogan and boys, Kim and
Saturday, June 19
nerve to ask me if she could take my paper home with her.
The Baptist Women of
Roger, Mrs. Mary Lou Robertson
How can I handle this without making enemies?
Memorial Baptist Church will
and children, Dana Lynn, James
The Sunny Side Homemakers meet at ten a.m. at the
BURNED UP
Darren, and Derek Eugene, Mr.
church. A
Club will have a family night at potluck will be
served and the
and Mrs. Boyce Jones, Mrs.
DEAR BURNED UP: No way. U you don't share your
the City-Park at six p.m.
Current Missions group will meet
Annie Henderson, Tanya Hennewspaper. you'll be the "bog." You can read only oes part
at two p.m.
derson,
Tereasa
Thorn,
Terry
of it at a time, so you'd be ahead to grin and share. it.
The 1951 graduating class of
Thorn, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Murray Training School will have
DEAR ABBY: I lost my husband in the war three years
Wednesday, June 23
Mrs.
Mrs. Clifton E. Jones opened Cunningham,
Nora its 20th year reunion at the home
ago and I have a son whose father never saw him. I met a
home for the meeting of the Garland, Alton Garland, Mr. and of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tucker. Ladies Day luncheon will be
her
man I'll call Nick whose wife died recently and left him with
Grove Mrs. Eurie Garland.
For reservations contact Donald served at 12:15 p.m. at the Oaks
Pleasant
two children under five years old. We fell in love and were South
Homemakers Club held on The callers also included Mr. Tucker at 753-4342 or 753-5020. Country Club with Mrs. Mickey
seeing a lot of each other. We even spoke of marriage. Then
Boggess and Mrs. Richard Smith
Wednesday, June 9, at one and Mrs. Ott Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
I suddenly realized I had some serious competition.
afternoon.
Raymond Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. The WKEIA point show will be as chairmen. Others serving will
the
o'clock
in
Nick's sister in law, Amy [his wife's younger sister],
"Manners" was the subject of Dock Boggess, Lowell Walker, held at the Calloway County be Mesdames Bob Johnson, Ted
filed for divorce and is trying to get Nick away from me. Her
the lesson studied by the group Billy Dan Walker, Herley Riding Club at the Jaycee Lawson, Howard Brandon, Arwhole family is helping out by constantly inviting him to
Morgan,Gerald Walker, Mr. and Fairgrounds starting at four p.m. chie Simmons, Don Henry, Rob
for the month.
family parties and throwing Nick and Amy together. They
Autry McReynolds gave Mrs. Joe Underwood, Samuel A Swim Party for those who Ray Will D. Thornton, Joe Pat
Mrs.
would like to keep Nick in the family, as he is a very good
the landscape notes. Mrs. Dennis Underwood, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- have just finished the 10th, 11th, James, Robert Hendon, J. W.
provider. [Amy's husband is a no good bum.]
Boyd presented the devotion ward Jones, Sharon Jones, and 12th grades will be held for Young, and Norman Lane.
turned
Now Nick is seeing more of Amy than me. I have
by prayer by Mrs. Patricia Jones, Mr. and Mrs. members of the Oaks Country
followed
down other dates so I can be available in case Nick calls.
Rupert Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Club from six to eight p.m. Each
The Ladies Day luncheon will
Bobby Orr.
Should I just give up and let her have him? Or should I keep
Refreshments were served by Clyde
Willoughby, Chuck member may bring one guest and be served at noon at the Calloway
hoping? I can't run after a man the way she does.
Mrs. Jones. Members present Ferguson, Nick Willoughby, the charge is 25 cents per person. County Country Club. Hostesses
CAN'T COMPETE
are Mesdames Don Tucker, A. B.
were Mrs. Dan Billington, Mrs. Michelle Willoughby, Mrs.
Autry Pernecy Weatherford, Mr. and
Mrs.
DEAR CAN'T: Your competition is holding all the aces.
Crass, Dennis Taylor, Jack
Orr,
Bob
WHEN THE MISSION INN in Riverside, Calif., closed now
Old family ties, plus a small army of rooters working in her
McReynolds, Mrs. Dennis Boyd, Mrs. Bob Burkeen, Kenneth
after 95 years, was in its heyday, this wedding photo
Chapter
M of P.E.O. Belote, John Ed Scott, Robert
bebali. Accept other dates and deal pass up any dates to be
Burkeen, Sisterhood will meet at noon at Huie, Dan Hutson, Maurice
Mrs. Kent Simpson, and Mrs. Burkeen, Karen
was made. It shows young attorney Richard M. Nixon
Jones. One visitor was Mrs. Charlie Lynn F., Susan Cambell, the home of Mrs. Maurice Humphrey, Bill Thurman
available when Nick calls. Amy's aces can be tramped as
and his bride in 1940 in front of an ornate fireplace,
Edwin Vance.
long as there are "hearts" in the game.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Elkins, Christopher with Mrs. Olga Vernon Shown,
and W. A
one of many such in the building. Four other presidents
Ricky Puckett, Mr. and Mrs. D. Freeman as assisting hostess.
Franklin.
visited there. But it dropped some $300,000 in the past
Y. Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn
year, so the furnishings and art objects will be auctioned.
DEAR ABBY: A man wrote, saying be wanted to marry
Crowell.
a wonderful, vivacious Italian, but he couldn't bring himself
Sunday, June 21I
Others calling also were Mr.
A wiener roast and swim party'`se
to give her a compliment or show his affection, altho he
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
Homecoming services will be for junior high members will be
and Mrs. Ralph Harris, Mr. and
"loved" her very much. The girl was always after him to be
TRADE WITH
Mrs. Alfred E. Houston, John held at the Russell's Chapel held from two to five p.m. at the
more demonstrative, but he said he just wasn't the
United Methodist Church with Calloway County Country Club
lovey-dovey type, and be refused to be phony.
Janice Stubblefield was the Garland, Roy Bogard, Mr. and
You advised him to try to be more affectionate and
nedalist for the regular ladies Mrs. George Duboise, Mrs. Rosy regular morning services, a Each member may invite one
basket dinner, and singing in the guest. Hostesses are Mesdames
demonstrative or to forget the girl who craved affection,
lay golf held at the Oaks Country Elkins, Mr.and Mrs. Allan Wells
Mr. and Mrs. Sonnie Garland afternoon.
Tommy Taylor, Bill Holt, Joe
because as things stood they were a poor match.
Club on Wednesday morning.
Dick, John Gregory, Sal MatI hope he takes your advice. I was just like that Italian
The low putts winner was Mr. and ?gra. J. D. Johnson and
Murray, Ky.
7,53-5273
Wagon tarazzo, Junior Garrison, and
The
Welcome
girl 34 years ago—only dumber. I married a man who said he
Berlene Brewer. Edith Garrison children, Janet Lynn, Loretta
LOW,
LARGE N.DLIIIME
' RPM
hold
lt
Club
will
ewcomers
John Pasco. The planning
"loved" me, but he never gave me a compliment or
had low on No. 7 and Murrelle Cheryl,and Jimmy,Mr.and Mrs.
"Service Built Our Business"
the
Oaks
picnic
at
annual
committee
is
eatliposed
of
Laurie
Mike
Carson,
Carolyn Houston,
demonstrated his love and affection. I kept telling myself
Walker had closest to No. 8 hole.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
Country Club from four to eight Crass, David Taylor, Tommy
that as long as I knew be loved me, it didn't matter. I was
Bobbie Buchanan was the golf Marie Houston, Peggy Houston,
NEW OR USED CAR
picnic
is
open
to
The
.ma.
Pasco, John Hart, Alison Holt,
Carrie Hicks, Donnie, Randy,
'wrong. There was more to it than that. He couldn't express
hostess.
nembers and their families.
Beth Richardson, Gary Sullivan,
and Danny Houston.
other emotions such as anger, joy and sorrow. It wasn't his
Ann Gregory, David Kennedy,
Out of town guests were Mr.
fault, but he refused to admit be needed professional help, so
and Mrs. Walter Garland and The BFA Shows of Mike Mc- Sally Matarazzo, Jan Garrison,
he never got over it.
grandson, Larry, and Mrs. Vera ardwell, Jeffersontown, and and Lee Ann Dick.
U that Italian girl marries that emotional cripple
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Starks of Johnston, Independence, Mo.; Pamela Muss Bridgewater,
anyway, I hope she has a lover on the side. She'll need one.
Ahno Route One are the parents Billy Joe Ellis of Indianapolis, uisville, will open at the
It's too late for me because after living with this
of a baby girl, Christy Susan, Ind.; Mr.and Mrs. Roy Cobb, Mr. Exhibition Hall, Fine Arts
undemonstrative man for 33 years, I, too, have become. . .
weighing six pounds two ounces, and Mrs. Orville Robb, Sarach Building, Murray State, and run
UNDEMONSTRATIVE
born on Friday, June 11, at the Cobb, and Fred Bisby, Big Rock, through July 2. No charge.
DEAR UN: Perhaps your costly experience will help
Western Baptist Hospital, Term.; Mr. and Mrs. Johnie
another. Thanks for writing.
Paducah.
Monday, June 21
Garland, Paducah; Mr. and Mrs.
They have one son, Kelly, age Elwood Phelps, Detroit, Mich. The Murray Chapter of
A tea was held in honor of Miss
three.
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to unwed mothers ["let a
National Secretaries Association ane Belote, bride-elect of Nick
the
story
of
before
pouring
out
Grandparents
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
you
better
get
to
know
fellow
Painted finishes are easy to will have a luncheon at the . Spadafino, on Saturday, June
Neale Starks of Almo and Mr.
your life, but tell him the truth as soon as it becomes
maintain
by washing with suds Woman's Club House at noon. 2, at the lovely home of Mr. and
and Mrs. J. H. Garrison of
apparent that he is seriously interested in you."] was right
Each member is asked to bring
water.
and
s. Cook Sanders in Caterbury
BEEN THERE
Murray. Great grandparents are
ass!
the name tag given to her at the Estates.
Mrs. Howie Starks of Almo and
On the inflatable furniture installation meeting.
' Mrs. F. E. Crawford and Mrs.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gore of
scene,
there is a clown hair
Sanders were the gracious
Angeles.
Cal.
Los
MOO,
ABBY.
Box
Write
to
year chest.
Kirtsey.
The Penny Homemakers Club hostesses for the occasion.
for youngsters.
Neel. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
will meet at the home of Mrs. The honoree wore a pale blue
alvelope.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben F. Murdock,
hot pants dress and was
081 Parkchester, Memphis,
presented a gift corsage of pink
Foe Abby's booklet. "How Is Have a Lovely Wedding."
enn.,announce the adoption of a
roses. Her mother, Mrs. Jack
send ti to Abby. lox MN. Los Angeles. Cal. WM.
o months'old daughter, Kritin
Belote, received a corsage of
Lea.
yellow roses, and her sister, Miss
girls
of
10
one
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
was
love. She
Woman's View
Emily Belote, had a corsage of
L W. Murdock who operate the
who have just graduated from pink rosebuds.
By HELEN THOMAS
Paradise Friendly Home near
WASHINGTON — Mary Ann the Yale School of Architecture.
The beautifully appointee
Tri-City and Mrs. Ora league ea "Mazie" Cox, sister-in-law of And she will be looking for a was overlaid with an imported
Phone 753-Ira
Fulton.
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
newlywed Tricia Nixon Cox, is job—but not soon.
cutwork cloth and was centered
We Have It —We Will Get It
strikingly hip and a member of First she wants to travel with an arrangement of spring
It Can't Be Had
E
across the country and is flowers in a silver bowl. Fruit
the now generation
The tall (5-foot-10) slender joining up with several friends punch and assorted sandwiches
New York socialite captured who will make the journey in a and ceokies were served. Mrs. L.
Washington's attention with her big rented truck.
K. Pinkley and Mrs. Gary
Resale Range
sophisticated manner ,,,grid her She says she has traveled Reodemeir presided at the punch
to
mod clothes. She wore the new every summer and prefers
bowl.
Slightly
Damaged
grandma style dresses with flat rough it rather than go first Miss Betty Jo Ward kept the
Italian shoes at all the , parties class. She has been to Mexico register. Spring flowers and
'399"
where her brother Edward, 24, and India, among other places. magnolia blossoms were used at
and Tricia were being feted
vantage points throughout the
before the White House wed- Hot pants are scarce around house.
NOW GOING FOR
PresThe
House.
9995
White
ding.
the
The hostesses presented Miss
Mazie, 25, whose light browr ident's daughter, Julie Eisen- Belote with a silver pitcher and a
$1
The
mane falls loosely on her hower, has a pair but not to silver tray.
pantsuits
Even
public.
Gallery
model,
fully
in
shoulders, is not used to the wear
automatic cooking,
Approximately t"'.'rsons
constant spotlight that focuses were shunned by the White called between the ho s of three
941
- 0/aff
Color - Avocado
on the First Family, but she House younger set as not quite and five o'clock in the afternoon
hostess. can help you took it in stride and appeared done.
Other Specials to Choose From
The First Lady and her two
Run cold water through a
over the anxiety of get- to enjoy the attention.
She bears a strong resem- daughters now describe their food waste disposer for several
ting acquainted in new
SEE
surroundings and make -Mance to her tall, slim mother, hemlines as "kneesies" because minutes after the food is
pound to clean the unit thoryou feel at "Home has a disarming smile, piercing they hover at mid-knee.
blue eyes, and is friendly with
oughly.
Sweet Home," again.
Speaking of fashion, Martha
the press.
She will bring gifts and
•* *
When asked if it would be a Mitchell's show-stopping cosmultivital information from
A favorite of solosenon ond executoves who carry a
gas grills for use on
Portable
wedding—an
Tricia's
good
marriage, Mazie said: "I tume at
your neighborhood busitude of credit coirds, passes and photos. This handsome
patio, apartment terraces and
a
white
with
top
jersey
love
my
brother."
apricot
icaders.
durcivic
finest
features
and
leather,
in
ness
For All Your Range Needs
pocket secretory, crafted
While walking down the aisle and yellow ankle-length skirt picnic sites are becoming more
able, non-clouding vinyl windows to accommodate 24—
popular.
wideapricot
In
matching
the
rose
garden last and a
oards Pockets for currency, letters, papers, stamps, etc.
Railroad Avenue Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-23711
Saturday as maid of honor, brimmed hat will be worn to
Black or brown
and
Myrtle Mae
She
Palace.
Mazie
was
so
USE
.
much
Buckingham
ITCH-ME
at
-HOT
ease,
she
,
Phone: 75111823
From $5.00
763-1365
TO STOP THAT ITCH!
tried to catch her brother's eye her husband, Attorney General
the Most
attend
to
plan
Mitchell,
to distract hint from the stiff John N.
q,ikk.d,'ylng ITCH-ME.NOT day or
Somous Basket
groom-like pose he had as- the American Bar Association
t
ot:Ilter
the V1,,,,c1 g
, ''
arrra
.
ce "
fra
io1::o hirnilsoe
.
take
t"
:
tit action kilts gonna to snood hoot.
surned.
meeting in London in July ing.
If
not phrased In 18 minute.,
Murray
entertained
Downtown
are
39
Looking
and
delegates
your
acting
hack. TODAY at Holland
like a when
'
Drug Co.
model, fashion is naturally her by queen Elizabeth.

eon.-41311,
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One hundred and forty-nine
oersons visited Mrs. Mary Ella
3arland on her 100th birthday on
iriday, May 30, at her home east
of Faxoo Elementary School,
Murray Route Three.
Mrs. Garland was the subject
of a feature story in the Ledger &
runes on Friday, May 28. Her
Florence
Mrs.
daughter,
Houston, lives with her at her
home.
On her birthday, Mrs. Garland
received congratulations from
Kentucky Governor Louie B.
Nunn, Dr. Billy Graham,
Congressman Frank Albert
Stubblefield, and from State
Senator Carroll Hubbard, Jr. She
also received one hundred and
fifteen cards and letters.
Calling to visit Mrs. Garland on
her birthday were Geneva Dunn,
Jimmy Cobb, Mrs. Luna Cherry,
Mrs. Cleo C. Grogan, Mr. and
Mrs. Bub Garland and son,0. B.,

Jones Home Scene
Homemakers Meet

Mrs. Stubblefield
Is Oaks Medalist
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Model railroaders take
their hobby seriously
By JESSICA WEBER
Copley News Service

ease beat.

SPRINGFIELD,111. — Every
Wednesday evening, they're at
it. Switching switches to maneuver miniature trains around
feet of winding tracks; building
tiny houses, terns and stores;
hooking up wires to flashing
lights one-fourth of an inch
long.
But they aren't kids, and
they're not "playing trains."
They're a group of adults who,
like those in many other cities,
have been bitten by the model
train bug — and It's a serious
business.
The group has "no name, no
officers, no dues — but we're
happy," one member said. The
eight members just got together, liked each other and
liked trains,and began meeting
riAborthe only thing they
lesve in common is their love
lir trains and the fact that they
di work with the same scale
litodels, HO scale.
Leo Garlanger owns an HO
snide layout that he's worked
an for about eight years. The
setup covers 12 feet by 7 feet.
"It's a small one," Garlanger
said.
Garlanger began with a
"Christmas tree set," a small
oval track and a few cars,
bought for his daughter. "It got
out of hand," he admitted.
Now he spends several eve-

., closed now
tdding photo
rd M. Nixon
ite fireplace,
er presidents
1 in the past
3e auctioned.
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!Missouri become!
33d state to OK
18-year-old vote
WASHINGTON (U P I):
Missouri's approval of the
proposed constitutional
amendment to give 18
years olds the right to vote
_ in all elections brings to 33
the number of states ratifying.
It could be the Last such

Teacher suit
claims sex
discrimination
SeleN Gorrseesemot

rungs a week working on an intricate layout including tracks
winding around hills and
through tunnels, and including
cars and engines plus houses,
shops, barns, churches, people,
animals, trees, cars and
trucks, all in near-perfect
scale.
The Lilliputian world is never
complete; there's always
something to add.
A scale layout may cost from
$500 to $10,000.
Obviously, the setups are
treated with respect.
Model train aficionados are
perfectionists, willing to spend
many evenings building an engine that is a perfect replica of
the real thing. The engine may
cost $25 or much more to build.
An engine bought already assembled may cost $50 or more,
although a cheap one costs only
$10 to $15.
Even though model training
may be "a psychological
throwback to our childhoods,"
as Joseph Hunsaker said, at
these prices, it's no child's
game. Of course, Hunsaker
pointed out, a boy who can get
his father hooked on the game
has it made.
Running the trains isn't a
matter of flipping a switch and
watching the cars go around
and around.
The group frequently spends
an entire evening making up a
train — which is not done by
picking up the cars arid moving

them around. Serious model
tra insters take pains to operate
the trains precisely as real
trains would be run. Putting together or breaking up a train
may involve hours of switching
and maneuvering.
Even then, the trains aren't
just run around the tracks.
They make stops at tiny coal
yards, lumber yards, or factories, depending on what cars
make up the train.
There is a chart to scale
speeds for the trains. Children
like to see how fast the trains
will run, but serious model
trainsters like to see how slowly, or how close to scale speed,
they will run, one member of
the group said.
Running an engine slowly is
also a test of its quality, he said
— an engine that will run well
at slow speeds is a good engine.
There is a taste of excitement
in running the trains, too. It
isn't a matter of throwing a
switch and watching it go.
A panel shows the layout of
the tracks and has switches to
turn individual tracks off and
on; and the operator must
watch closely to avoid collisions, derailments, and other
calamities of the railroading
life.
"There is a law in model railroading that the number of derailments is equal to the number of people watching," a
membel said.

ratification this year.
The amendment needs
approcal by 38 states to
become part of the Constitution. There still is a possibility three more states
could approve the proposal
this year, but that was not
certain. Approval some time
in 1972, however, is regarded as a certainity.
The Supreme Court already has affirmed the 18year-old voting age in federal elections and the

amendment is designed to
extend that to state and
local contests.
Barbara Late on tour
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Barbara Eden, former star of
television's "I Dream of Jeanie"
series, is touring this summer in
"The Sound of Music" and
"The Unsinkable Molly
Brown."
The red-tailed hawk's primary diet is rodents and other
small animals.

A MORTAR BOARD BILLBOARD for peace made this appearance at Indiana U. Corr",oncement in Bloomington.

Judge rules
against Army
in GI case
WASHINGTON (UPI): A
federal judge stopped the
Army 'from returning to
Germany two black soldiers
who escaped to the United
States and turned themselves into the Pentagon
following their convictions
for attempted rape by a
German court.
Judge Barrington Parker
signed a restraining order
last night directing the
Army to keep Pfc. Nathaniel Holmes Jr., 22, of Winfield, La,, and Pfc. Bernard
Tucker,21,of Hampton, Va.,
In the United States pending a hearing in the U. S.
District Court June 21,
The Army said it would
return Holmes and Tucker
to Germany this morning
because "no further appeal
of the case under German
law appears to be possible."
Attorneys for the National Assn. For the Advancement of Colored People.
Nathaniel R. Jones and
James I. Meyerson of New
York City and Frank Pohlhaus of Washington asked
for the restraining order
after they were notified of
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Philippine
aw
insurrection, Viet war stir similar mood
BY WARREN Li NELSON
WASHINGTON (UPI): Seventy years
ago the antiwar .movement was denouncing a "dirty little war" in Asia
when the U. S. army annoixiced it was
court martialing a general for war
crimes.
Brig. Gen. Jacob H. Smith was
charged with ordering the death of
tr 10-year-olds and trying to make a Philippine island into a "howling wilderness.''

r.

Although the cases differ, the similarity in national mood during the Philippine insurrection and the Vietnam
war is startling.
Shortly after the United States took
the Philippines away from Spsin in
1888, Filipinos led by Emilio Aquinaldo
rebelled. Eventually the United States
had 120,000 troops, two-thirds of the
U. S. armed forces, bogged down in a
guerrilla war across thousands of
square miles of heavily forested territory

95

'king,
vocado

A

I

THERE IS no record of military leaders saying there was "light at the , end
of the tunnel," but they did say the
fighting would be over in a matter of
months.
It wasn't And at home, opponents of
the war formed the Amentan Apti-imperialist League. Their magazine urged
troops to oppose their officers and refuse to fight.
Leading intellectuals like William
James and John Dewey denounced the
war

Humorist Mark Twain didn't find the
fighting tunny. He said there should be
a new American flag "with die white
.stripes painted black and the stars relaced by a skull and crossbones."
s-

I

▪p

The war dragged on and the frustrations got greater and the bitterness
drew Gen. William Shelter said: ''It
• 1 May be necessary to kill half the popu•
latent+ of the islands in order that the
remaining half may he lifted from their
senuharbarity In the civilization we are
ready to give them "
Soon the war crimes popped up.
GeDURING the 1902 cnuri mai ttal of
L
Maj. LW T Wailer the name ef Prig.
Gets. Smith cropped up in testimnny
Smith had originally goer to il•
Philippines in 1898 as a lieutenant coin.

•
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Stewart's kids(to)
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Jonathan Daly and Ellen Geer
will play Jimmy Stewart's
children in the movie star's new
television series.

House Number Week
If you do not know your house number call
the City Clerk, 753-1221.
You can buy your house numbers at one of the following:
* BIG K * MURRAY SUPPLY * OTASCO
* ROSES * KUHN'S * UNCLE JEFF'S
* BEALE HARDWARE

* •*

If there's a spit on amble
table tope of fruit juices, carbonations or acids, wipe the
surface immediately with a mad
BY sponge.

This advertisement published by the Ledger & Times in the interest of
Ledger & Times newspaper boys and Post Office Letter Carriers.
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753-6363
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The trial of the one-star general was
I the oaly time In the Mk century an
American general faced a court martial
g for war crimes until Brig. Gen. John w
•
E Donaldson was charged with murdering
E six Vietnamese and assaulting two oth• ers by firing at them from his helicon-

Bad guy Romero
HOLLYWOOD' (UPI) —
Cesar Romero will repeat his
villain role in "Now You See
Him, Now You Don't," a
Disney studios sequel to "The
Computer Wore Tennis Shoes."

Let's Make This .

I-OR CORRECT

of
;qui k•

RIC

Step into the
Wonderful

40

FLORIDA
WORLD
of the
Voyoger mBE0ATT,

esBRIG. GEN. JACOB SMITII
net under Maj. Gen Arthur MacArthur,
whose son Douglas was later to see
even heavier fighting in the islands.
Smith had won recognition for winning
the support of the Filipinos in his area
and making a success of "pacification,"
a term used in that war ton

j H
Bring your lighthearted spirit
we
supply everything else to romp or
rest by the sparkling sea!
• All rooms & suites are
oceanfront and have prate
balconies
112 2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private beach
•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shot)
• Golf & Tennis privileges
•9 hole putting green
serviceroofnshuffleboard baby
• sGreer
• Planned entertainment
• a,croisinsg, theatretromhospping cente£
bowling,
• Near Jai Alal. Dog Racing
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea fishing
Write for free brochure, rates.
Credit cards honored
American Express, Diners Club,
Americard Master Charge

Rut in courtroom testimony Maier
wailer said General Smith had ordered
him to kill Filipinos and to make the
Interior of the island of Samar into a
"bowling wilderness."
Major Waller did not take General
Smith's order literally. However, at one
point in the Samar operations Waller
did cause the execution of 11 Filipinos
in accordance with the order Rut Waller's court martial acqiutted the major
of those murders.
The War Department was aghast at
the mention of Smith. On April 16,
1902, the adjutant general of the Army,
Henry C. Corbin, ordered Smith court
martialed Immediately in the Philippines.
SMITH was not charged with murder
but with "conduct to the prejudice of
good order and military discipline." He
pleaded innocent.
The court martial convicted Smith
but it sentenced him only to an admonishment since it believed the general's
orders applied only to persons actually
fighting against American forces
The Army was still embarrassed and
the adjutant general tried to arrange
For a medical board that he hoped
would declare ' Smith unfit for' duty
When it became clear that Smith was
fun healthy for that ploy to work, the
general was ordered home. On July 16,
1902, only three month; after the case
had first surfaced during Major Wall
er's eourt martial, Premdent Theodore
Roosevelt bad Smith formally retired
from the service

•
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the case by Rep. Shirley A.
Chisholm (D., N. Y.)
Holmes and Tucker said
their convictions resulted
from discrimination against
blacks by the German
courts and by the U. S.
Army in Europe. The
Army, however, said an official observer who attended their trial and the Army
judge advocate general in
Europe who reviewed the
observer's report both concluded the trial last December was fair.

CHEEK-TO-CHEEK—Michael Douglas and Lee Purcell are
lovers from different backgrounds in Cinema Center Films'
"ADAM AT SIX A.M." The contemporary drama opens Sunday
at the Capri Theatre.

GEORGETOWN: A
teacher has sued the school
board for $10,000 because
of alleged Sexual diacrimination against her.
Judith Cassidy Sullivan,
Georgetown, claims in the
suit filed in U. S. District
Court, Lexington, she was
fired so the board could
hire a male teacher who
would act as athletic director.
Miss Sullivan asked the
court for an order compelling the board tore-Instate
her contract, and for a
three-judge panel to determine the constitutionality
of a Kentucky law permitting a school's superintendent to make all appointments subject only to approval of school boards.

jk*

°gager

Biggest stocks ... best deals, too!
You not only save $176, you get the original "simple machine." It's simple
to drive, simple to park. Simple to maintain, too, with big savings on gas
and oil. And now, there are attractive new Mavericks: sporty Grabbers,
new 4-door family versions and America's lowest-priced V-8's.
'Based on comparison of manufacturers' euggreeted

Wad prICIPS

PRICES START LOWER
WITH'THE FORD TEAM

BEACH MOTEL
el=

V

Voyager 'each Motel Oceanfront Resort
2424 It Atlantic Ave , Delft _
*Wong Nail, Florida
Maine_ Address
City_
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Parker Ford, Inc
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TELEVLSION SCHEDULE
1VSM-4

WSIX-8

WLAC-5
SUNDAY

6:30
Summer Semester
700
Tom & Jerry
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tonunorrow
Penelope Pitstop
8:00
Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
Heaven's Jubilee
9:00 Jambo
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
10:00 This is the Life Or Roberta
10:30 Worship
Faith For Today
11:00 Film
Sierra Club
11:30 Worship
Face the Nation
12:00 Meet the Press Up & Corning
Movie
12:30
1:00 Newsmakers
1:30 Bowling
Pinpoint
2:00 Lost in Space
MU Track .& Field
2:30
3:00 Golf
3:15
3:30
4:00
Big Valley
4:30
4:45
Reports
5:00 Comment
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
Lassie
6:00 Scene at Six
6:30 Spec. "Wildfire" Hogan's Heroes
Movit
7:00
7:30 Red Skelton
8:00 Bonanza
8:30
News Spec
9:00 Bold Ones
10700 Scene at Ten News
10:30Tonight Show Perry Mason
11:00
The Late Show
11:30
12:00

House of Worship
Sego Bros.

This Weeks TV

Night Baseball To Highlight
NBC Schedule For Next Week

By JACK GAYER
client accuses his attorney of
THURSDAY
World-Tomorrow
NEW YORK (UPI)—The first soliciting
a bribe for him (S). -NBC Action Playhouse" at
Three Stooges
iighttime baseball game of the
of
the Shad"7:30 has "A Time For Killing,"
"Alcaheliani:
season will be on the NBC net- ows"
is an ABCOut
ipleial at 9:30 wub George C. Scott and MlJohnny Quest
night
work Monday
dealing
Cattanooga Cats
this Pruhaem large"chael Parks in a drama about
with
The annual coaches All-Amer- ly through
former
alcoholics re- a submarine captain reluctant
Bullwinkle
ican football game will be lating their experiences.
Discovery
to continue attacking Japanese
broadcast next Saturday night
Flipper
after the atom bomb has been
by ABC.
Pet Set
dropped (R).
On Tuesday, ABC will screer
News Conf.
The CBS movie at 9 screens
the first of four "Movie ClasSoul of the City
1967's "The Frozen Dead," starsics" of the late David 0. Selz.
Auto Races
ring Dana Andrews in a
nick which have never been or
science-fiction thriller about extelevision. The network has ar
periments in freezing humans.
alcoholism documentary special
ABC's "Dan August" at 9:30
on Wednesday.
Hugh X. Lewis
has "The Soldier." A war hero
Highlights all timed ED
I's+E% YORK (UPI) - Bill
Is killed while arresting a paciunless noted: "R" for repeat:
.osby, whose two-year NBC
desertion (R).
Bill Anderson
SUNDAY
enure with a weekly half-hour fist for
Guests on Dean Martin's NBC
Award Movie
ABC Sports at 3:30 offers "A 'auction comedy series has
Decade of Open Champions," a rrided, has been signed by CBS hour at 10 are Vikki Carr, The
review of the history of this for a one-hour weekly comedy. Temptations, Charles Nelson
variety show to start in Septem. Reilly and The Golddig-gers(R)
golf tourney.
FRIDAY
her,
covers
the
ABC
1972. Amazingly, New
6
From 4 to
Love on a Rooftop
NBC's "The High Chaparral"
final round of playin the US. York is designated as the point
NFL Action
of origin. But-hello, Holly• at :30 p.m. has "A Good Sound
Open at Ardmore, Pa.
FBI
"Animal World" on CBS at wood-isn't that where the Profit," in which John Cannon
5:30 shows how giant killers of whole thing started? Cosby, risks alienation of his family by
Movie
the sea are captured for study. dedicated to an ultimate career deciding to deal with a band of
teacher, meanwhile will Mexican rebels. (R).
l'he CBS movie at 8 screens as a
continue working toward his
In the CBS "Interns" episode
1966's "The Wrong Box," stardoctorate at the University of at 7:30 a playboy takes the
It Takes A Thief
ing John Mills, Michael Caine, Massachusetts.
blame for a fatal hit-run acci,Peter Sellers in a spoof of ef* 5*
News
dent that actually involved his
forts of a Victorian family to
NBC has drafted Peggy politician brother (R).
Movie
inherit a fortune.
The qs movie at 9 screens
The ABC movie at 9 screens. Fleming, Olympic skating
champ of the recent past and 1903's "Doctor Faustus," starMay,"
in
Days
"Seven
1964's
MONDAY
now a pro, to be special com- ring Richard Burton and Elizastarring Burt Lancaster, Kirk mentator
in coverage of the beth Taylor in the Christopher
Gardner
in
a
Ave
Douglas
and
5:45
Country Journal
1972 Winter Olympic Games Marlowe drama classic
about a
tale about an effort to over- it Sapporo, Japan.
6:00 Morning Show
News
scholar who sells his sould to
throw the U. S. government.
6:30
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
* * *
the devil.
MONDAY
7:00 Today Show
Bow
One
of
the products the
NBC's "Strange Report" at
NBC preempts regular pro8:00
C.aptain Kangaroo
gramming beginning at 8:15 for non-profit Corporation for 10 offers "Cult—Murder Shrieks
8:30
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
Public Broadcasting and the Out." A girl suspects her boy
9:00 Dish's Place
the season's first night baseball
Hazel
Ford Foundation are financing friend has been murdered by a
York
9:30 Concentration
Mets
game, with New
Frillbillies
for the Hollywood Television religious cult (R).
10:00 Sale of
meeting Pittsburgh in the latter Theater's
Family Affair
Gourmet
drama program next
SATURDAY
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
city.
That Girl
season is a play entitled
NBC preempts "Doctor Doo11:00 Jeopardy
"It
Was
A
Very
ABC's
Good
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
"Neighbors," dealing with a
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow World Apart
Year" at 8:30 concentrates on suburban white couple at- little" and "The Pink Panther
12:00 Noon Show
1961, with Mel Torme as host tempting to sell their home to Show," 10 to 11 a.m., for a
News
All My Children
12:05
to composer Henry Mancini.
Singing Cony.
a
black
couple. Andrew
12:30
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal The ABC movie at 9 screens Duggan, Raymond St. Jacques,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) 1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing Newlywed Game
1967's "You're A Big Boy Now," Cicely Tyson and Jane Wyatt Peter Ireland, son of actor
1:30 Doctors
starring Elizabeth Hartman, head the cast.
Guiding Light
Dating Game
John Ireland, will play a sup2:00 Another World
Geraldine Page, Julie Harris and
Secret Storm
•* *
Gen. Hosp.
porting role in Charlton
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
Rip Torn in a comedy about
One Life
ABC will take three and a Heston's "I Am Legend."
3:00 Another World
growing up in the mod genera- half hours Nov. 24, beginning
Gomer Pyle
Dark Shadows
tion (R).
Lucy Show
3:30 Here Come-Brides Gilligan's Island
at 8 p.m.,for a televising of the
4:00
TUESDAY
Movie
Dan Boone
complete movie version of the
4:30 Wild, Wild West
NBC's Don Knotts hour at 8 Rodgers-Hammerstein musical
5:00
has Michael Landon, John -Dav- classic,"South Pacific." In case
News
5:25 News
idson, Chaties Nelson Reilly anti your awanIttry has slipped since
Weather
5:30 News
Gloria Loring as guests (R).
News
1958, the stars are Rossano
News
6:00 Scene at Six
News
"The Movie Classics of David Brazzi and Mitzi Gaynor.
8:30 Red Skelton
Let's Make A Deal 0. Selznick" on ABC at 8:30
Gunsmoke
.5.
7:00 Laugh In
screens 1939's "Intermezzo,'
Newlywed Game
John McGiver has been
7:30
It Was-Very Cid. Yr. starring Ingrid Bergman and signed to play a regular role
Here's Lucy
8:00 Movie
Mayberry RFD
Leslie Howard in a romance as a Nobel Prize chemistry
Movie
8:30
between a pianist and a violin professor colleague of James
Doris Day
9:00
ist. The three others in this set Stewart on the latter's new
Carol Burnett
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
A four films will be shown on NBC series in the fall. Couldn't
News
10:30 Tonight Show
Movie
successive Tuesday.
Dick Cavett
happen to a more entertaining
NBC's movie at 9 screens actor.
Jack Gayer
''Night Of The Following Day,"
starring Marlon Brando and
Rita Moreno in a kidnaping
tisii-rv
IIILAC-TV
W31X-TV
Chessal 4
Cliaarwl S
HOLLYWOOD (UPI). Charms! S
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"children's theater" special,
"The Wonderful World of Jonathan Winters," in which the
comedian portrays various persons and animals in history (R).
"ABC's Wide World of

Sports" at 5 covers the F.A. ing, is on ABC from 8:30 froM
Cup soccer championship in Lubbock, Texas.
NBC's movie at 8:30 screens
England, the Walker Cup golf
1951's "An American In Paris,"
championship in Scotland.
The coaches All-American starring Gene Kelly and Leslie
football game, with senior col- Caron in a musical romance
lege stars of Int WNW play- (R).

land
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington-Rechmond

WKAS Ch. 25
Madisonville
WKGB Ch. 53
Morehead
WCVN Ch. 54
Murray-Mayfietd
WKZT Ch. 23 Owenton
WKHA Ch. 35
Pikeville
WKLE Ch. 46
Somerset
Louisville WKM
h.

WKMA
WKMR
WK MU
WKON
WKPI
WKSO

Ch. 35
Ch. 38
Ch. 21
Ch. 52
Ch. 22
Ch. 29
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Even in
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Evenin

Mornir
Evervir

KeNLUICKU enucutsonAL. TeLeVIHION
MONDAY, JUNE 21
4:3e MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #146.
For children. (C)
800 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (RI
1130 FOLK GUITAR: Laura
teaches a new Latin America
strum and uses it in "Mi Cabello Blanco."
7:00 BRIDGE WITH JEAN COX:
No trump wrap up, whet to
do with losers, throw in play.
738 FRENCH CHEF: Flaming
Fish. (R) (C)
SHEPHERD'S
11:0'J JEAN
AMERICA: "When there's no
place to go but up." Go fly a
kite with Jean Shepherd—
while he sends some tall
stories airborne. (C)
8:30 OUR VANISHING WILDERNESS: Will the Gator
Glades Sursive.? (CI
THEATRE: Pere Goriot — Gilded
Youth (CI
: BOOK BEAT: "Seven
Seasons" by Peter Forebath.
(C)
113:30 PANMED: For health
professlona Is. (C)
TUESDAY, JUNE 22
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #147.
For children. (C)
SAO MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
sao TO BE ANNOUNCED.
7:00 DESIGNING WOMEN:
Choosing the perfect pattern. (C)
7:30 BOOK BEAT. (R) (C)
800 SOUTHERN PERSPECTIVE:.A television magazine
with a southern accent.
6:00 THE ADVOCATES:
Should the Congress force
withdrawal of all U. S. troops
from Indochina by December 31, 1971? (C)
10:00 SAN FRANCISCO MIX.
(C)
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Morn
Even!'
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23
438 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD.
540 SESAME STREET #148.
For children. (C)
1:80 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
8:30 THE WAY IT IS: Family
Budget.
7:00 FOLK GUITAR. (R)
7:30 OUR VANISHING WILDERNESS. (R) (C)
11:110 THE FRENCH CHEF:
Summer Salads. (C)
11:38 JUST JAZZ Gene Ammons Sextet. (C)
II:00 FIRING LINE. (C)
111:110 REALITIES: The
Triumph of Christy Brown.(C)
THURSDAY, JUNE 24
430 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH
BORHOOD.
5:118 SESAME STREET #148.
For children. (C)
ISO MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
II:30 DESIGNING WOMEN.
(R)
7110 ANDROCLES AND THE
LION.
8:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW: Four Washington
newsmen discuss the week's
newsmaking events. (C)
8:30 NET PLAYHOUSE: NET
PLAYHOUSE BIOGRAPHY —
The Wright Brothers. (C)
FRIDAY, JUNE 25
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
WM SESAME STREET #1311.
For children. (C)
SATURDAY, JUNE 28
6:1111 SESAME STREET #1411
(R)
MO SESAME STREET #147
(R)
18:00 SESAME STREET #148
(R)
11:00 SESAME STREET #148
(R)
12:00 SESAME STREET #1611
(R)
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The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
COME TO

HAZEL CAFE
mid Try Our
—nosh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Canary Hams sad Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a ni. to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
— J.C.GALLIMORE —

-RV1

We lend money to fanners and ranchers
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year —with a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Ksys Keel, Office Manager
Phone M5602
306 North 4th Street

•

Have two doors kept you out of a Volkswagen?
Don't answer yet.
The car in the picture is a Volkswagen.
And, as you can see, it has four doors.
It's our nrw 411 4-Door sedan.
Like most 4-door sedans, our 411 gives
the people in the back almost as much
room as the people in the front.
Unlike most 4-door sedans, though,
there's also room for luggage in the front
as well as in bock.
Like most 4-door sedans, our 4 1 1 has
on engine.

Unlike most 4-door sedans, our engine
gets about twenty-two miles to o gallon
of gasoline.
Like most 4-door sedans, our 411 offers
a lot of options. Automatic transmission,
radial tires, rear
:
window defogger, to
name a few.
Unlike most 4-door sedans, those options ore included in theprice of the car.
Now you can answer if you like!
) Yes
NO

Fl

HI
HIHMIN
B1
•

01111.111

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
SOO Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.

Air Ci
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from 8:30 from

Baptist

it 8:30 SCreens
lain In Paris,"
elly and Leslie
Hall romance

- Nazarene

ScottS Grove
11:00 ti.m
Worship Service
Evening worship
7:30p.m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 am,
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

NA
NR
NU
)41

22

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:4.5 a.m.
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

JNE 23

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
6p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m.

Sinking Springs
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening ~ship
7 30p.m.

S' NEIGHEET #1411.
1' NEIGH-

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a .
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

IS: Family

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship

HWILOI I
H CHEF:

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:455.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

long Am-

Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

(C)
S: The
frown.(C)
IE 24

Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
Ila.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

NEIGHEET #148.
NEIGHWOMEN.
ARO THE
WEEK IN

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:3012.m.
Now Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.

ash ington
he week's

Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

tAPHY —
s. (C)

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m
7p.m.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m.

(C)
ISE: NET

' NEIGHET #154.

ET #148
ET #147
:ET #148
:ET #148
:ET #158

_

Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a m.
Worship Service
11 a m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
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University
:
Morning Worship
1030 a.m
:
Evening Worship
a
a
6:00p.m.
1S,
Green Plain
i
0
Morning Worship
10:458.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
':
:
United,310 I rvan Ave.
West Murray
. . .• grand guy in any language. A very
Morning
Sunday School
Worship
10:50a.m.
10a.m.
:
S
I
lik
Evening Worship
Evening Worship
s
6p.m.
7p.m.
special fellow at our house. Without him around night brings
i
11
*
United, New Concord
Union Grove
as well, nor as much.
couldn't
eat
we
for
him
kight.
But
Sunday School
2
10a.m.
Z
Morning Worship
10:30a.m.
ie.
la
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7p.m.
it
He may be gruff at times; he may be firm when he disciplines. And we
Evening Worship
a.
/
,
'a
Calvary Temple
commands,
when
he
agreement
"yessir"
in
answer
may
It
n
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r
.
e
vvn
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te
e
h
&
Poplar
‘
'X P.m.
Sunday School
10a.m.a
I
rs
10:40a.m.
but he is the very foundation of everything at our house.
ot,
-...,F...
Worship Services
11 a.m..7:30
1.1
EWorshipvni
a
6p.m.
4/
P m.
It takes him to silence the doggie .. . to persuade Jr .
-i,
.
•
•
ft
in
New Concord
,...-a.
- 'it,.
to laud sister's successes and to heap high praise on all the
-,
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Ai.
R
Evening Worship
a
7p.m.
things mother does ... that's "My Pop". They possess rare
:
-,....:. --- .
Plesant Valley
:
qualities, these fathers. A good one is a source of joy ro every child.
:
Palestine United
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
'D
Then
he on this Father's Day, let him have it right in the heart.
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Evening Worship
:
6p.m.
..:
'a
ti
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
i
is
treatment
the
...--him.
Give
him
things
at
good
Aim
all
the
.,-,_
4
Martins Chapel United
ei
• -,-;
he so justly deserves and make him wish for another Father's
it
II
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Day very soon. Play with him but also pray with him.
•
a,
South Pleasnt Grove
a
a
worshiper
with him at your church this week.
Morning Worship
Be
a
10: 45 a.m.
f•
' 9
Cumberland
Liberty
In
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
10a.m.
Sunday School
IR
iiiii •
a
Good Shepherd United
a.
Ila.rn.
4
Worship Service
11a.m
Worship Service
Grove
North Plesant
:
:
10a.m.
Sunday School
a.
11 CM.
a
Brooks Chapel United
Worship Service
II
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. lst
Oak
10a.m.
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday School GroveNON
t
114at
:
Sunday. & 6 p m. 4th Sunday.
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7p.m.
104
Mount Plesant .,
:
11 a.m.
Bethel United
Morning Worship
xa
•
• •----1st
7p.m.
a.m.
:
Evening Worship
Worship Services at 11
*
‘
First Presbyterian
arid 4th Sundays, 6:30 P•m• 2nD
12
:
••••.,
9:30a.m.
iktk1
Church School
Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
1.1
lit
Da
Worship Service
a
10115 a.m.
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st &
ali
First Assembly Of God
:
:
i1
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
,
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
9
r.•
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
:
0m
a
1•
Kirksey United
ior
:
C
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
ii
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
:
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t
Coldwater U naked
,•:
Church School
10:00
to
:
Worship Service
11:00
4
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Temple Hill United
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......
Church.,Jesus Christ
•
10 a.m.
:
Mornina Worship
Of Latter Day Saints
10a.m.
Sunday School
11 D-la• Sunday School
l
i
3
_
a
First Methodist
a
Church
Lee
Catholic
St.
Worship
8 . 4.5 & 10.50a.m.
Sunday Mass B a m., 11 a.m.,1:30
Russells Chapel United
P.m.
10 a.m. Saturday Mass
Sunday School
:
l
6:311 p.m.
- , Christian Science
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
I:.
11 a.m.
Worship Service
1
'0
il
Gosisen methodist
ai
ll
i
f.t
Jehovah's Witnesses
sa
Services at 11 am.
1st
&
Wship
or
..
10:30 am
Watchtower
4thsl
1
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd &
9:30 a.m.
Bible Lecture
w
a
Sundays
4
R
. Lynn Grove
a
Wayman Chapel A.M.N.
I a.m..7 p.m.
worship serv ices I ,
Warship Service at 945 a.m. 15t
it
toil RIM 0.01110.
a
63rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
lid/ 00401 IN YOU
:
le,
Sunday
St. John's Episcopal
._.—.--.......
a.
:
Coles's Camp Ground
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
R
a
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.!'
,
:
Sunday, 10:45 a.m. 4th Sunday
I
Lutheran
Immanuel
1
9:15a.m.
Dexter-Hardin United
Sunday School
:
C
1030
- a m.
Morning Worship
a.m.
Worship Service 10:00Worship
:
11......„....-1st 6 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
'bardIASIAIWINVIIAIIAINIIIIMINIffiblilledifdbilifillAllifilifillidbabetadfildlidlidbdiffilfels
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worship Service
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Methodist

Presbyterian

2

Or

Other
Denominations

•

,• •

: ...,

3

2

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship

E28

Church Of Christ

Pentecostal

West Fork
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Ch. 35
Ch. 38
Ch. 21
Ch. 52
)1 Ch.
;0 Ch. 29
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Christian
First Christian
Worship Services
10 30 a.m
P.m.

7

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a. m ., 7p.m.

2
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CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE

An investment in Your future

Free pick-op6akiiivory
We give 5 N Green Stamps
Five Points

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin
1210 Main

Moorepai.„.

Illi

‘,111 1111! Cli

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following BusinesSeE

Ph. 753-300

7$3437,7
" Rea MONO
WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVIct

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing

403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

Local Churches
Welcome Visitors

Dunn TV & Appliance

Compliments of

Grecian Steak House

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

COMMERCIAL

Sales and Service
Admiral • Tappan - Wtsirtoory:
Phone 753-3037
118 South 12th

RESIDENTIAL

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474.2202

Buildings
Phone 753-1875

p.

Take Your Children
To Church ...
Don't Send Them
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.
Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753 1319

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
Phone 753 3231
500 Main
Branch Office So. 12th 81 Story 753•6655

PrIl Motors
Cain 8 Trees Motor Sales
4
Ambassador- Hornet. Matador- Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753 6448
FiVe Points

Shirley Florist
Flowers fee

All Occasions
Member E.T.D.
753.1
502 N. 4th St.

Palace Drive-in

Phone 752-5209

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

.
"It's Firmer Licitin' Good'
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwichs
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753 7101,

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"Fer All Your Fertiliser Needs"
Phony 753 1913
Murrat Nt

HOlmes Ellis

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads Meats
- Vegetables and D
Is
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 Nord,
Phone 753 2-,00

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 753-5234
Five Points

Phone 7537512

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner
Jas D. Cloplon

Div.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating
Sheet Metal
8th at Chestnut

A,. Conditioning
48.12

Southside Restaurant
Frl. and Sat.
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
Plate Lunches Daily. Banquet Room Facilities
Per Churches. Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 3002
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Boone's Incorporated

Storey's Food Giant

The (leaner That's Interested In You

Bel Air Shopping Center

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut

Phone 753 8181

Trenholm's Drive-in
Hianny Penny Chicken • Pizza
Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chrstnut
Phon^ 7.:43 2997

Phone 753-2202

B

KagN

4t1; and ..:Nyeaanota

r

Phone 753 1489

Murray Sport & Marine
EVOIrUDC--0111istron—Tidecratt
PelarKraft--Starcraft--Boat Campers

Complete Service Shop
Siitith 4th

Plumbing, Heahiliz and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Repairs
— Gas it Sewer
Phonic 753-6168
501 N. 4th

No. 4th

Street

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

Co-Operative Corp.

Building Blocks I Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

Phone 753 5012

Phone 7533540

Hendon's Service Station

fBelk

Closed On Sunday
Phillips ea Presets

Your Happy Shopping Store
753 3773
114 So 5th

No 4th Street

Phone 753-11511

VD

Lovett Bros.
DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires—Batteries—Accessories
Murray

South 2nd St

eh 7523111

Lynhurst Resort
Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown— Owners
Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

Roberts Realty-,

Ward-Elkins
RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753 1i 11
403 Maple

Heyt Roberts - Realtors - Ray Roberts
Phone 753 1651

MURRAY

Claude Vaughn

205

Phone 7534802

West Kentucky Rural Electric

Your Un1 Royal Tire Dealer
Pilo( k N of S 12th

Ph. 753-7793

Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
94 E. at Murray Bait Co. Phone 7531734

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

ayne Darnell Outboard Militia Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
•
Your Johnsen Moors Dealer

Reweential - Cormnercial • Farm — Building Lots
and Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing
Phone 75:1 772.1
51ti W M.1111

718

Randy Thornton Service Co.

,Division
Gra
Ni:'
F.V.011t 1
82'11

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Murray Livestock Co.
HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

1415 Main Street

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

—Custom made drapes, latest in
—Furniture IL Auto upholstery
Ph.753-7494
4th
606 S

Mobile Home Courts

Kentucky fried eiticken

Bawling At Its lost — Fine Pied

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop
Mrs, Mrs. Wm. A. Jones,owners
fabrics

Shady Oaks
Mayfield Hwy. 121

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

ANDREWS- YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops • Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Men., Sirloin Steak • Two., Ribeye Stook
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 Call In Orders to 753-4419

TOM

505 W. Main

Nite 753-3024

Complete Auto Repair
GEORGE DOWDY. OWNER

103 Si 7th

Ph 713 8868
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THE BEST OF HEALTH

Half of Nation's Blood Donors Public Received Record $9.3 B Predict Health Care Coverage
Accept Money for Their Pints In Insurance Company Benefits For Every Man,Woman,Child
To Help Pay Medical Expenses
It. Best of Health" features information for edtiors and writers
In the fields of health, esedidne and family issieney management.

Many Americans bleed for profit
today.
But only a silent majority will
So it for nothing.
That, according to a newly published study, is what ails this nation's vital blood program.
About half the people donating
blood in the U.S. today are paid
for it, while only 7 per cent give
on a strictly voluntary basis—with
no strings attached.
The result is that at least 50 per
cent of the blood now used in
America is commercial blood—
blood sold for a profit.
Increasingly it is poor people's
blood purchased by those who can
afford it.

Fatal Problem
Because of this situation, some
blood available to the public may
Cause serum hepatitis, a liver disease often fatal to persons 4() and
;rider.
Blood is still one of medicine's
'most valuable tools.
7 It's important in almost every
area of surgery, especially in obstetrical cases, where there is often
loss of blood. Sometimes a mother
may require as many as 20 pints.
Open heart surgery, too, uses large
amounts-12 to 15 pints are needed
just to prime the heart-lung machine.
The Health Insurance Institute
teports that blood is one of the
few items that most health insurers
nip policyholders to replace rather
plan pay for.
i The reason is that blood is more
aluable than money; it is more
Ilesirable to replace the blood than
y for it. Some health plans simply do not pay for blood, and hospitals go along with this policy
unfortunately.
Here are some blood donation
facts gathered by the Institute:
• The normal donation is one
pint This amount may be given
every 8 weeks and up to five times
per year by an individual donor.

Only a little needle to obtain some blood for testing per
Virlda.1.11. poses. And that blood—one of modern medicine's IMO
valuable tools—Is becoming more difficult to purchase and berder
obtain ia pure form each day. Most Americans will only donate for well
• Anyone, between IS and 65
be transfused whole for no longer
years of age and in good health
than 21 days after being donated.
can donate.
• In some states, a friend or
• There is no danger to the
relative can donate a pint of blood
donor when he gives blood. Rather,
in a different part of the country
medical authorities report, donat- and credit will be given to the
ing blood actually stimulates a patient in his home city.
healthy person's bone marrow, The new study of blood donahelping his blood volume to retail tion was made by Richard M.
to normal within a day.
Titmuss, professor of social ad• One of the most urgent rea- ministration at the University of
sons for replacing blood promptly London, who reports it in his new
through voluntary donations stems book, -The Gift Relationship From
from its perishability. Blood can
Blood to Social Policy."

English Language Is Required Course
For Red China's Elementary Pupils
By F. K. WU
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HONG KONG—Expecting to
pick up lots of green backs in
trade with the United States,
the Central People's Government in Peking has prescribed

English language as a required
eourse for elementary school
pupils.
Since 1969 when the Peking
administration split with Soviet
Russia, high school students
have been studying English
with a view to widening trade,
..cultural and other contacts
Nrith non-Communist and even
,capitalist countries.
• This popular foreign language

More than $9.3 billion in health
insurance benefits—a new high
HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS
were paid out by insurance comPAID BY INSURANCE COMPANIES IN U.S.
panies last year, the Health Insur
ance Institute reported today.
This represents an increase o SIO B
nearly 20 per cent over the $7.8
billion paid in benefits during the Si B
previous year.
The record total means Ameri- $813
cans are receiving an average of
nearly $26 million daily from in- 57 B
surance companies alone to help
pay their medical expenses.
56B
$35 Increase
Estimates for benefits paid by 5513
all private health insuring organizations during 1970, including $4B
health insurance companies was
$17.4 billion, an increase of more
than $3 billion over the previous 5311
year.
The amount of benefits paid tc 52 B
the public has been rising steadily
for more than 20 years.
Si BILLION
In 1945, the first year insurance
company records were kept, benefits paid for health care expenses
1955
1950
1965
1970
came to $278 million. Twenty years
Source Health Insurance Association of America
later—at the end of 1965—these
Chart. Health Insurance Institute
benefits were up to $5.2 billion.
Since then they have jumped 79
today-200 of them accounting are main reasons for the increase.
per cent.
• The overall bill for prescribed
During 1970, insurance compa- for about 65 per cent of all predrugs in the United States runs
iies alone paid out more than $3.3 scriptions.
• The average American uses from $3 billion to 4 billion annu)illion in hospital expense beneally.
its, nearly $2.5 billion in major 4 to 5 prescriptions a year.
• The average family requires
nedical expense benefits and over
annui850 million in surgical expense about 14 to 16 prescriptions
ally.
tenefits.
• Consumption of prescription
They also paid over $411 million
in regular medical expense bene- drugs and medicines has been infits, more than $140 million in creasing rapidly in the United
dental insurance benefits and over States since the end of World War
$1.8 billion in disability income II, and there is every indication
that this use will continue.
benefits.
• The increased number of
Benefits under accidental death
and dismemberment insurance— drugs has been increasing rapidly
which totalled nearly $247 million, in the United States since the end
including $10.6 million for those of World War U, and there is
65 years and over—are also in- every indication that this use will
continue.
cluded in these figures.
• The increased number of
drugs available and the rising level
of expenchbie consumer income
• About 2 out of every 5 Ameleans own some form of health
insurance to help pay the costs
of out-of-hospital prescribed drugs.
June 16, urn
• Of those covered, 4 out of
every 5 are protected by insur- ADULTS 106
ance company major medical ex- NURSERY 5

...to

companies in the United States.
The Healthcare plan aims to
make comprehensive private health
insurance available to all, regardless of income.
also:
It
the
:
• Increaseamsubpuptlaytooryf
s.ent
including
c1 ucdarinegaopdhytsoic ev
intb
manpower,ai
owouldPromote

health(ou
prevent
illness.
• Improve controls over the
cost and quality of health care.
• Strengthen health planning
on state and local levels for better
availability of community health
services.
To meet the personnel shortage,
Federal loans would be available
to medical and dental students,
nurses and others in allied health
fields.
Scholarship plans would slab
offered.
r:
There would be financial inc
tives to encourage medical peitl
sonnet to practice in poverty
rural districts.
Government grants, loans all
guarantees would speed develong,
ment of ambulatory care centers-7
,
actually "junior" hospitals w
patients could walk in for tr
ment—and then walk out.
Thus the focus would shift froth'
high-cost hospital treatment
lower-cost and more accessible oulk
of-hospital care.
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Did You Know?

Hospital Report

pense plans.
• This insurance normally requires only that the drugs be pre-

NEWBORN ADMISSION
Boy Wesson (Mrs. Bella
Baby
scribed by the attending physician
and that their costs be both cus- Ann Wesson), New Concord.
tomary and reasonable.
• There are abou 7,000 drugs
now being offered the consume

Treasury
To Select
'Mrs. Bonds

The U.S. Savings bona*
of the Department of the
Division
Chinese arrivals from the
rreantry is again seeking a Mrs.
rhina mainland.
U. S.Savings Bonds for 1971-72, to
European and Japanese bust;,nessmen who passed through
serve as "Goodwill Ambassador"
•
:here after visiting the Canton
in the promotion of the Bond
Trade Fair in the early part of
An instructor uses the little red book containing
Program around the nation.
,May said on returning here that
Chairman Mao Ts•-tung's quotations as a text book
She will be selected from
'they had the good services from
as Is. teachits a group of adults English language.
51 families
among
the
Chinese interpreters speaking
representing all the States and
'fluent English.
the "unwholesome influence" of sitting at desks doing translathe District of Columbia, during
"Quotations from Chairman these teachers on the students tion and secretarial
mgt.
Mao Tse-tung seemed to help In China.
the "All4mericart - Family
Such
duties
are
by far better
the youngsters to master their
As a result, preference is than arduous harvesting, carry- Search and Pageant", at Lehigh
English," said a local Canadian
to the former teachers of ing human excreta to paddy Acres, Fal., August 5-14.
given
merchant. -The reason is the
China when locally fields to be used as fertilizers
According to John U. Courtney,
English version of the Quota- Russian in
teachers are and driving buffaloes in loosen- State Director, U. S. Savings
tions is used as a textbook in trained English
insufficient. The former Russian ing up the soil in preparation Bonds Division, "State families
...English classes."
teachers cram their English for sowing.
• • •
wishing to participate in the
at night and teach it the next
As the Central People's Gov- expense-paid event may
RECEPTIONISTS and bell
obtain
day.
ernment is planning to expand
:hops in luxury hotels in Canton,
•
• • •
trade with capitalist countries entry blanks for the judging of
•Shanghal and Peking catering to
both the All-American Family
foreign guests invariably have
THESE Chinese are good lin- Including the United States,
:a good command of the English guists and have a flair of more agreeable jobs will be and Mrs. U. S. Savings Bonds
'language. In general foreigners learning English quickly, and available to people who have from the State Office for Savings
In China, Caucasians, Asians or their method of instruction Is acquired a good knowledge of Bonds (1364 Federal Building,
English.
Africans, can make themselves considered. practical.
Louisville, Ky., (502) 5824441);
understood in this foreign lanfrom the All-American Family
In any event the Codununist
*•
guage.
authorities in Canton and PeInstitute, Inc., 927 Lincoln Road
French, German and Japanese king hold that "Mao Tse-tung
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -- Mall., Miami Beach, Fla., 33139,
are also studied in high schools thought" as embodied 516'hit
_ and colleges as next in impor- "Quotations" always w orrki Seibert Redford completed his Dodge Dealers, Tappan Dealers,
role in ."The Saga of Jeremiah and Eastern Airlines ticker
-' tance to English
Johnson" at Warner Bros. and counters. Entry forms for the
The success of this study is
all the more reitarkable owin wonders such as curing deadly reported immediately to 20th "Family Search" are also
diseases and etipediting produc- CenturT-Fox for "The Hot
to the lack of sufficient
available from the Junior Club.
ons.
lish teachers. Hong Kong c
Rock.'
of the General Federation of
• • •
,t have supplied thousands of such
Women's Clubs."
teachers from the many Chinese
AS A MATTER of fact, peoThe most representative state
graduates from American, Bri- ple on mainland China find it
family will be selected from
"t tish and local universities
easier
to
learn
English
than
but
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — among all state entries and will
they are found to be unsuitable. Russian and believe they, with
France's Danielle Gaubert re- travel as a family
The Chinese Communist au- this knowledge, will have a betgroup to
- thorities consider teachers from ter future eventually. At last turns to the screen for the first Lehigh Acres for the "Allin
two
time
years-to
co-stai American Family
• Hong Kong as tainted with they will be given more pleasPageant and
Z'S"British colonialism" or "Amer- ant work, such ILS 11100lompany- with Jean-Claude Killy in "Th< National
Grand
Finals".
. lean Imperialism" and feat tne foreign visitors on tours or Great Ski Caper."
Thousands of families of all
races, religions, and national
origins are expected to enter
from throughout the United
States.
Mr. Courtney further stated
that "Mrs. U. S. Savings Bonds
will travel the nation, talkinb to
business, community, government and industry groups concerning the values of family thrift
through Savings Bonds to the
Individual, the family and the
country.
"She will be interviewed by
U.S. RELEASES SEIZED1 SOVIET FREIGHTER—I:Soon after a federal judge ruled that
newspapers, radio and TV
the vessel had nothing to do with the New England lobster "war," the Soviet
stations and will be received by
lumber freighter Suleymaii Stalsky heads down the Alameda Estuary for San
mayors, governors and national
Francisco Bay and the open sea toward Japan. A Massachusetts lobsterman's
figures."
damage suit had kept the Soviet ship in port for six days.
Transportation and expenses
:has replaced Russian, according

Adequate health care protection
,or every man, women and child
in the nation appears to be an
idea whose time has come.
Many health authorities predict
that in the near future we will
have national health insurance for
all, regardless of income.
The only unanswered questions
seem to be "when?" And 'whose?"
As to "when?", if Congress
doesn't make a decision this year,
it will likely make one the next—
and almost certainly no later than
by 1973.
Several plans are under discussion, including those proposed by
President Nixon and Sen. Edward
Kennedy.
The American Medical Association, the American Hospital Association and a number of the nations' leading legislators have
either designed or backed other
national health care proposals.
One of the most comprehensive
of these plans has the support of
private health insurance companies, it was recently introduced in
the Senate by Sen. Thomas I.,McIntyre (D., N.H.) and in the House
by Rep. Omar Burleson (D., Tex.).
The plan, called "Healthcare,"
was developed and is backed by
the Health Insurance Association
of America, composed of 308 insurance companies which account
for 80 per cent of the health insurance written by health insurance

WOIT

DISMISSALS
Airs. Mackie Louise Hubbs, 512 ,
Beale, Murray, Mrs. Ruth
Hightower Smith, 1700 Ryan,
Murray, Mrs. Jidith Mern
Brumley, Route 5, Murray,
Myers
Master
Richard
Smotherman, Route 1, Murray,
Mrs. Stsaron Rose Rogers, 107
Circle Dr., Benton, Mrs. Lillie
Mae Pace, 203 M aple, Murray,
Clint Rennett, Route 1, Sedalia,
Mose Hugh Thompson, 516 S.
13th, Murray, Mrs. Mary Pearl
Knott, WI Broach Ave., Murray,
Mrs. Rema Boyd Cole, 814 W.
Main, Murray, Otis Perry
Allbritten, 605 Ellis Dr., Murray,
Baby Boy Hill, Henry Kirksey
Dublin (expired), Master John
'rrenhohn (expired).
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(Priced only $73,95* more than Vega)
Base Car 2-Dr. Coupe,
Comparable Engine

Horsepower
White Sidereal' Tires

Wheel Ornamentation
TOTAL
Difference

HANOI HIREUNO? — Sgt.
John M. Sweeney, 21,
stands handcuffed at Quantiro, Va., during recess of
court - martial proceedings
in which he is accused of
deserting his Marine Corps
patrol in South Vietnam
and later making propaganda bloadrasts for Hanoi while a prisoner fdr 18
months. Sweeney is from
West Babylon, N.Y.
win be paid to and from the site oh
the Pageant and during its
week's duration.

Duster

Veg.

$2313.00*

$2196.00*

—

$ 42.35
(125 hp std.) (110 OP opt)
$ 26.85
$ 26.20
$ 25.15
$ 76.50
iCovers) (Trim Rings)
12365.00'
$ 73.95'

17291.05'

Duster. The right-sized car. Big enough
to carry five people, comfortably. Big
enough for a stable ride and the power
for good pick-up and passing. Yet Duster
IS small enough to come through with
the kind of economy you want. In gas.
In maintenance. And jn initial cost
Duster. Sized Right. Priced Right. And
coming through, with other Plymouth
compacts, as a leader in resale value.

MC
We

*Based on s amparison of manufacturers' suggested retail
prices for 1971 Duster and Vega 2-dot coupes oda
equipment fisted Prices include Federal Exam Tax
and exclude
state and local taxes, destination charges, optional equip
mint other than that listed above.
AUT•01•110 DEALERS
0

CHRYSLER
mom*,compommos

Cometo *\
theRightPlace Now!

Taylor Motors, Inc.
303 S. ,Fourth Street

Murray, Ky.
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Women Over 45 Can Breathe
Easier, Life Company Says
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Down Concord
Way

Stan Laurel's only child
recalls life with father

Reality guns down
television westerns

NEW YORK,-If you're a 1,000 for women in industrialized
Drury said being cast in the
By Estelle Spiceland
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
woman who has reached her 45th Western Europe and 6.9 per 1,000
title role of "The Virginian,"a
1.171
15,
June
Drury
James
Actor
(UPI)
Western loosely based on Owen
birthday, you can breathe easier for white women in the United
believes the television Western Wister's classic, was the turning°
States.
father only on weekends and
now.
a
Neilsen,
Lois
was
living,
still
MAZURKI
we
nation's
How
and
work
the
look
forward By JEANNETTE
has fallen victim of
At ages 6544, women's death
summers. Her parents were di- Sennett bathing beauty.
point in his career. But he 1,
A recent study by a major life
to new green beans and squashes
interest in social issues.
Copley News Service
vorced when she was seven.
wasn't sorry. when the series'
Dare
Insurance company has revealed rates varied from about 37 per from our garden. Then when we
Danny
a
Brooks,
Laurel
For eight years, Druni was cancelled.
"I remember old Joe Ken- Girl in the '30s,took to the stage
that mortality among women 45 1,000 in Canada and about 38 per have them, how soon we tire of
Sten
title role in TV s
the
played
WOOD
HOLLY
nedy corning out to dad's ranch
"I would have been happ''t
and older is on the decrease in the 1,000 for white females in the them!
"The Virginian," and last seaLaurel, half of one of the meet in Canoga Park and visiting the summer of 1939 and played
go on with the series,
to
United States, to about 39 per
father
her
with
bill
same
mothe
'United States.
on
characin
same
the
son portrayed
I find myself quoting a line or popular comedy teams
him
many
Laurel.
says
times,"
said. "But nine yean
Drury
Scandinavia
in
women
for
1,000
Dean
Ohio,
Steubenville,
Sharing your good fortune are
ter when the Western series was
two from Whitters' "Barefoot tion picture history, had an "I grew up on the Hal Roach lot in
teng for an actor of on%)
aritoolo
far
Martin's home town.
your over-45 female cousins in and the Netherlands and about 42 Boy":
retitled "Men from Shiloh."
only child - Mrs. Laurel where dad worked most."
"If I ever meet Dino, I'll tell
television Western is varied interests." !oolonga
"The
Canada and Western Europe. M per 1,000 for women in the more "Oh,for festal dainties spread Brooks, of Glendale, Calif.
She has a garage full of can,
Drury said he was
a matter of fact, fate has smiled industrialized countries of Like my bowl of milk and bread
She is married to actor Rand vas hampers that contain all him I broke in show biz at his by no means dead," Drury the possibility of a new series
says.
the
concluded
she
Europe,
birthplace,"
Western
own
they
think
I
said, "but it's resting.
even kindlier on them, because
her father's personal effects.
Pewter spoon and bowl of Brooks and together
Last Christmas Day the two it's because young people are but only if the format of the...
Professional Ambulance Servthese lucky ladies have been company.
She says she hasn't been able Brooks children, 18-year-old
revolved around Bev:.
wood,
involved with social issues program
enjoying a steadily decreasing
to go through them since his Randy and 20-year-old Laurel so
On the doorstep gray and ice.
eral stars, instead of just him,.
Oliver
Wespartner,
with
bored
they're
that
Laurel's
incidence of mortality in all age
death in 1965.
rude."
Elizabeth, had a chance few
in which everything is
Miss" ( 1938) when she
HOLLYWOOD (tiro --,
groups, according to the
As a team, Laurel & Hardy people have ... to have grandpa terns
And I wonder why now that "Swiss
white, full of good Yaphet Koto will play a sadie2,
and
black
had a bit part.
Metropolitan Life survey.
worked well together, but for with them on Christmas ... on
there are only two of us, nothing
guys and bad guys."
Of all the films Laurel made
tic cowboy in a vicious fist
The study points out that,
ever tastes like even the simplest estimated in the hundreds), their private lives, Mrs. Brooks the television late show.
Drury, in Albuquerque on a fight with Bill Cosby in "Man
because of its size, population,
hobdifferent
says,
had
they
meals did when we crowded his favorite was -Way Out
visit before returning to Holly• and Boy."
Canadian festival
bies.
diversity and degree of inround the old home tables as pressed. I only resented
wood, also said he expected a
The
(UPI)
OTTAWA
that
fish"Dad liked his boat and
dustrialization, the United States
children, ravenously hungry.
in the number of sexdecline
Canada
Festival
we
when
would
month-long
someplace
go
ing and quiet parties, while
is more reasonably regarded as a
Rainey and 13erline Lovins
and includes oriented movies.
continent rather than a Dr. James T. Hayes of Murray drove down near Grand Rivers he would be completely Hardy favored golf and horso will begin July 1 lumberman's
"Sex films are really a total
everything from a
homogeneous national entity. State University has been ap- Sunday and ate at a place called mobbed and I could never have racing."
Hull to bicycle races bore," he said. "Sex as a spechim
to
in
the
for
festival
she
judge
myself,"
regional
a
says.
pointed
scraptreasured
her
Among
Therefore, it is more meaningful
"Iron Kettle" where everything
She worked with him once in books Mrs. Brooks has a car- and a circus on the governor tator sport is about as exciting
to compre the mmortality rates National Council of Teachers of is served from iron kettles on old
general's lawn. The !National as fishing as a spectator sport.
Hardy, many times married,
Awards
Achievement
English
toon from a scene ip 'The Arts Centre's participation in
for the United States as a whole
Although Drury admitted
fashioned range stoves.
had no children.
Judging
1971.
for
program
It's signed the festival will be highlighted
with a block of the more inWhen did green beans, cooked
Mrs. Brooks, named Laurel Three little Pigs."
of
composed
committees,
hell probably never qualify for
dustrialized Western European
the modern way, ever last like to carry on the famous name, "To Oilitte Stan, Walt .viey." by opera, ballet, folk singing an Oscar, he said he approved
Laurel, born as Arthial Stan- and archers.
countries such as the United teachers of English from both those cooked low with fat meat in recalls
childhood
early
of a decision by actor George
Kingdom, Germany, France, colleges and high schools, will an iron kettle on a wood stove, memories with the legendary ley Jefferson in Ulverson, EngNow Offers
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Ireland and Belgium,rather than evaluate the writing skills and and the first new potatoes, man who was just "dad" to her. land, came to America on a Elizabeth Allen, who starred in C. Scott who refused his Oscar
Gen.
late
the
portraying
for
7,000
nearly
of
awareness
with small national units such as literary
"As a child I wasn't km- cattle boat with another come- television's "Bracken's World," George Patton.
in freshly scraped, were cooked on
dian for whom he was underNorway, Denmark, Sweden and selected high school students
beans.
the
of
top
will play a top role in "Star
"If I'm ever in his (Scott's)
West"(1937 MGM ),directed by
their junior year.
study - Charlie Chaplin.
the Netherlands.
Maybe bacon drippings are James Horne.
Spangled Girl" at Paramount. position, which I probably
Engwas
mother
Laurel's
These latter counries have The Achievement Awards killers, but my Dad who lived 98
His "The Music Box" won the
land's greatest tragedy acHOLLYWOOD (UPI) - won't be, I'll do the same
relatively small proportions of, program attempts to grant years never knew other Academy Award in 1932 for the
Madge Metcalfe, and his Peter Sellers and David Niven thing," Drury said. "If Hollytress,
Ile population employed in heavy recognition to high school seasoning.
test short of that year.
father was a director-producer will team up for "Which Way wood wants to have its pageant
Iglustry on mining; they enjoy students in their senior year for
that's fine. I'm
Laurel was married five and writer. el
Mrs. Annie Miller Bailey called
Did They Go!", a comedy year after year,
Phone 753-8119
with it."
sympathy
i educational and living excellence in English. Finalists to tell me that she had new neigh- times and Mrs. Brooks saw her
in
not
just
is
who
mother,
Brooks'
Spain.
Mrs.
western to be filmed in
, dards; and they are are announced in October and are bors on Farris Avenue in Murray
4111M.041MIIM.0'1M10.0.411=I.04=0.041111.•
ellmarkably homogeneous recommended for scholarship aid who were former Concorders.
cally, culturally and with to all colleges, universities, and Vennie Malcolm Meador and
to personal attitudes junior colleges in the United husband recently returned from
ard health care.
States.
years in Michigan.
.Females in the United States
Mrs. Gertrude Houston has
d lower death rates than their Award winners generally spent a short vacation from
pean counterparts at ages receive from fifty to seventy-five Chattanooga, Tenn., with her
,while Canadian women had lettersfrom colleges encouraging niece, Mrs. Oury Lovins. Mrs.
death rates at ages 25-84. application for admission or Houston had never lived on a
1964-65, female mor- offering scholarship aid. The farm until this visit.
ly rates at ages 25-44 varied Achievement Awards com- As she sat under a shade tree
Isom a low of about 1 per 1,0e0 in petition is part of the com- and looked across the creek and
Scandinavian countries and prehensive program of
the pasture to the hills, she said,
Netherlands as a group, to National Council of Teachers of "This is the nearest to Heaven I
ut 1.2 per 1,000 in Canada, 1.3 English to improve instruction in have been".
per 1,000 in the most in- English language and literature The Luther Heads from
dustrialized countries of Western at all levels throughout the Georgia, the Lewis' from
, 1.4 per 1,000 for white natiochools.
Sikeston, Mo., and others enes in the United States, and
a fish fry with the Guy
joyed
.4 per 1,000 for females in Italy, The NCI t is a professional, Lovins' recently. They too, think
Spain and Portugal as a group. non-profit organization of this is Heaven.
teachers whose raemAt ages 4544, female mortality
Bat the weakly,funarals with
,.,sobacribem
ratas mewlbr.noeft
math imekseeragets ea tin death
e
u
c
than
'More
135,E
1,000 in the -'- Scandinavian
of the 16 year eld Boggess boy,
countries and the Netherlands, to teachers from primary grades to and others prove Psalms 103:15,
6.5 per 1,000 in Canada, 6.7 per graduate school.
"As for man, his days are as
grass..
We are sorry to hear of so many
being in hospitals including
Grover Sigmon, Raymond
Fielder, Mrs. Johnny Anderson, C
and so many others of our
acquaintances.
Otis Lovins has just returned
from a jet flight to Colorado
Springs where he went to visit his
daughter's family, the Gammons, and he accompanied them
on a tour through Colorado,
Arizona, and Mexico.
Guess we will content ourselves
with an occasional visit back to
the Land Between the Lakes. In
these days of air pollution there is
more breathing space in those
miles of woods around the
Conservation Education Center
over there than any place I know.
And one can certainly find
quietude.
Our young Concord carpenter,
Darrell Mitchell, has completed
his work on the new home of Gene
Lovins, adjoining Croppie Hollow
FURNISHED ROOM — Pat Nixon receives" a symbolic
Shores. He is now remodeling the
; golden T-square from Duke Arturo Fini di San Miniato,
home of Jackie Byerly, and is to
president of the National Society of Interior Designers,
be in charge of the new house of
after the First Lady accepted new furnishings,
T. Patterson here.
Room at
the,society, for the Diplomatic -Receiititerf RooM
'
Several new houses are being
the White House. The gifts, including a $30,000 rug,
built on Concord Road now.
Will be installed in time for Tricia's• wedding.
A few old lonely ones, the old
McClure home, the Ed Lovins',
the Gardie Lassiter's, and the
Porter McCuiston's house stand, 0
full of memories of a past age of
hardships.
But their old door sills are worn
IS 14011( HAAN
from the passing of many feet
JUST A W01110
WITH US
when hospitality abounded.
A;in Edgar A. Guest's poem,
"Home", It didn't make any
difference then how much your
chairs and table cost, nor how
great the luxury, for luxury then
..•estmounc lug ,fti,ijIii
was friendship and fellowship. 'nester only. Air-conditioned.
This new day of modernization *Ties or teachers only.. 'Pho 'ne
has untold advantages, but,some 11.1203.
J19(
how along the way, things of
intrinsic value have been lost.
NoTicE
Common Senne
NEW YORK (UPI)
The
time has come for parents to
reassert their rights in the
home, says a psychologist who
also is an educator and father
of three. Dr. Fitzhugh Dodson
does his saying id'How to
Parent," a hard-cover book just
in
out
soft-cover (New
American Library).
The child-raising strategy
endorsed by Dodson advocates
common sense-"a powerful
combination of love and dis0em.
o4.1.0.0
0.4=0. AMU.0
041MII.04111•11.04=110.0
4•11111. 4Mo.04=11. 411M10.04.1".0
cipline."
1.041011. ANno.o.. AIMI. 411Mmm41Min.o

James Hayes
Is Appointed
Awards Judge
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MURRAY "
MUFFLER
SERVICE

AIR
CONDITIONIN
SERVICE

L

We have just received a
shipment of

E

MIDSUMMER DRESSES
Dacrons

* Polyesters

1

* Voiles

All Washable

20 & 14"
Pastels and Prints

* Long Sleeve
* Short Sleeve
* Sleeveless

Red Carpet
Cleaning_
Maintenance Co.

I)
nough
ly. Big
power
Duster

We Specialize In Your Needs

h with

In gas.
I cost
I. And
mouth
alue.

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE

PM

.

While we are shampooing your
carpet (12' x 15' or larger)
you'll be enjoying a FREE dinner
for two at one of Murray's
ft
finest restaurants.
•
This offer good for the
month of June.

Phone: 753-9999

I

The Perfect Easy-Care
or Vacations!

erlennitte 3iorban
boPPt

Murray Hwy.

Mayfield, Ky.

r1
'

PM:1F, TEN
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

CALL /T CHARM
This 4 bedroom home has that certain something everyone
wants. Split level design in excellent condition. Central heat
and air, 2 baths, carpeted, complete kitchen and large den
save
with fireplace. Your teenager can walk to school and
your gas.
SORRY NO VACANCY
looking for an
You know, that's all you can find if you're
own home
your
own
to
chance
apartment. Well here's your
Downstairs
and rent the upstairs to help pay your mortgage.
room, three
kitchen with dishwasher, living room, dining
$26,500.
bedrooms, 2 baths.
JUNE TIME, TUNE TIME
in Center
Hum a tune as you putter around your cottage
after
Ridge. Then get the boat out of your boat house and go
those big bass. What an ideal place to relax for just $28,800.
REMEMBER
years
The price of that acreage you could have bought 10
acres on
50
this
will
What
now?
price
the
is
ago? What
Barkley Lake bring in 1981? You can make the profit.
THE PLACE TO START
down on
Ready to stop talking and start banking? Put $4500
each
this property and be prepared to bank around $4500
year. Call us before your friends do.
CATCH A FAILING PRICE TAG
And enjoy the savings ($2500). In the country just 5 minuted'
from town. 3 bedroom brick home on 2 acres of land. Now
priced at only $18,500.
BARE IS BEAUTIFUL
10 acres with nothing on it but trees. Highway frontage and
only $6500.
Like subdivision land 4 mile from M.S.0.1 Call quick!!
300 acres on lake. Think of the possibilities.
JUST IN TIME FOR SUMMER
A lovely borne designed for comfortable family living.
Located in a quiet wooded neighborhood. 4 bedrooms, 3
baths, extra large family room, fireplace, 2 car carport and
central heat and air. You will love it when you see it.
CAN YOU BELIEVE rr NO CARPOOL
Across the street train the elementary school. 3 bedroom, 1%
both brick with large den-kitchen combination. 200 feet deep
lot with beautiful shrubs in backyard. Let the kids do the
walking while you have another cup of coffee.
BRING YOUR YARDSTICK AND MEASURE
of space in this older home in Hazel. 3 bedrooms, large
utility perch, beautiful shrubs and flowers and a bonus of a
small apartment. At $12,000 you can afford to spend a little
time making this a beauty.

FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free pickup and delivery. Free estimate.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
July 16C
McCo). 753-3045.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO LOOK 18 AGAIN?
$18,000, that is, You should see what so little will buy. 4
bedrooms, carpeted, large kitchen with built-in Tappan
appliances and a window box of petunias.

DOTER WORK; back hoe ser.
vice; septic tank cleaning; septic
tank installation. Gene Steely,901
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753July17C
7850.

THROW AWAY YOUR WISHBONE
Everything you want is right here in this fully carpeted 5
bedroom, 2 bath home. A gorgeous convenient family roomkitchen combination with all built-ins and a fireplace. Central gas heat and electric air conditioning completes the
picture of the home you dream about in Vihitnell Estates.

•

IS SHE PARTICULAR?
If she is, show her this charming spotless 3 bedroom, carpeted home with 2 baths, large combination den and kitchen
with fireplace and all built-ins. Two blocks from the new high
school and all this for $24,900.

•

IS THIS POSSIBLE?
$17,000 for both houses? Yes! Two for the price of one and
only 1 block from the university.
OUTGROWN THE OLD NEST?
Here's a beautiful big 4 bedroom brick,central heat and air, 2
baths,completely built-in kitchen,large lot and 2 car garage.
Let us show you this beauty.
STOP MALINGERING
Renting? Going nowhere? Feeling kind& blue? Call about this
listing. Ibis is what I'll do - aell you - 3 bedroom, brick veneer
on quiet street with nice shade and fenced back yard $17,900.
NEED OFFICE SPACE?
We have just the place. Big brick building. Call your helper
and start hammering. Then count the profits in December.

*Septic Tank Installation

GENE STEELY

4-,

OUR TELEPHONES ARE RINGING
Cause we have another bargain "fixer upper". This 4
bedroom, 2 bath house would fit most any size family.
Mother-in-law lives with you? The cute little 3 room house in
your big backyard would suit her and you to a "T".$26,500 for
both houses.
WOULD YOU
Like a place close to the lake but not far from town? This 2
bedroom cottage in Panaroma Shores is only $13,900.
LIKE A NEAT LITTLE PLACE ON A CORNER?
Fenced yard for children or pets, every room except kitchen
is carpeted. Convenient to shopping, comfortable, and only
$22,000.
COUNTRY LIVING - TOWN CONVENIENCES
This 3 bedroom country home has a garden waiting just for
you. And how about cool air conditioning for these hot muggy
days or a warm fireplace for cool nights. 2 baths and a builtin kitchen adds to the appeal. For an added bonus you will get
the draperies - all this for $22,000.
HAVEN'T YOU OVERLOOKED SOMETHING?
Could you use 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, a large family room,
central heat and air, large kitchen, patio and big closets? If
your answer is yes, don't overlook this home. Priced at
$24,750.
WANTED - SPEEDIEST BUYER IN TOWN
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! or you'll be left out! It doesn't take
long to sell a house in this area. So,if you've been looking for
a nice place to live that is close to everything, this is it. This
home is across from the University and has good income
from separate upstairs furnished apartment. If you are a
serious buyer, be sure and see this home.
Kirksey Highway - acre lots - $1375
Broad Extended - Nice - only $2600
Kingswood - 100 x 150 corner lot
Sycamore extended - all sizes
Oakdale - 111 a 211 wooded
S. leth at Martins Chapel Rd.240 x 300
I lots corner KY avenue and Calloway
N. 13th and Olive - zoned for 4 apartment rental
Waterfront lots - Panaroma Shores
Waterfront lots - Pine Bluff Shores
Large lot on Farmer Avenue zone R-4

-

Home 753-4910
etatealtiStrOSS3Verrt.
NOTICE

More Classified Ads
On Page Twelve
AUTOS

rim

SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

WEEK END SPECIAL
1968 CHEVROLET Pickup. V-8, long wheelbase,
red and white A local clean truck. 11,575.00

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner 7th & Main
Phone 753-5273

Murray, Ky

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Piano
purchase. Lonardo
Company, across from Post
J18C
Office, Paris,Tenn.
MOBILE HOME & boat insurance. Broad coverage. Low
rates. Excellent claim service.
See us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance & Real Estate Agency.
Julv7C
Phone 753-5842.
OVERWEIGH'i wE1GHT Loss
guaranteed or your money back.
Phone Shspemakers,753July13C
2962.
EIECTROLU A SALES & Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarJune29NC
mington, Kentucky.

WANTED: SOMEONE to do
quilting. Phone 753-3987.
J19C
THE MURRAY Board of
Education, Poplar at 9th St., is
now accepting applications for
school bus drivers. Age range 21J18C
60.

WAITRESS,
EXPERIENCED
part time, 11;00 a.m. till 2:00p.m.
week days. No week ends. Young
man for part time kitchen work,
experienced 'referred, will train
if you are willing to learn. Must
be free to work weekends. No
phone calls. Apply in person,
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
J23C

NOTICE
If you do not receive your
paper by six p.m. call 7539289 between 6:00 and 630
p.m.
AUTOS FOR SALE

WAITRESSES, SHORT order
malt. Apply in person at Jerry's
Restaurant,S. 12th Street. ,121c

1970 DATSUN Station Wagon. Beige,
automatic transmission, luggage rack.
1,675.00
A local, clean car.

(re) Ii'iit 1 Till ro;

r

Corner 7th & Main
Phone 753-52/3

1969 HON
shape,
after 6:
TRUCK
nace sto
New
selling f
available
642-6499.
alternate
J21C

RECEIV
register
have ne
Three y
code 901
Ranch,
Tenn.

AL

FrO fr'S fa ill

ra
rJ

Led

THE BIG CAMPER

LEG
with calc
Stubblefi

'Equipped with Ice Box, Stove, 2 Double Beds, (2 in stock)
Priced at
S987.00

REFRIG
dryer, d
chairs,
ends.
p.m.

TOPPERS' (9 in stock)
Vary In Price from
165.00 to '280.00

TWO 1
bedroom
Excelle
Yamaha
437-4240.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

18 FT.
trailer, h
Used t
82400.00.
ditioner
$200.00 f'
8358.

Highway 641 South Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-2617

Come By and See Our Salesmen:
J. H. Nix - Charles Jenkins
Mac Fitts

LOST: PAIR of men's glasses,
brown frames and brown case
Reward offered. Phone 753J19('
4879.

4

HOUSE
dining
washer,
electric
misce
Main.

CR
barn
and boat
Co., M
Kentuck

14LOST: BLACK cat, wearing flea
collar. Lost in vicinity of North
7th and 8th Street, close to city
park. Phone 753-8905, or bring by
J21C
1613 Ryan Ave.

Murray, Ky

ADORA
pups, by
Phone 7

We Now Have A Good Selection from
Four Different Manufacturers!

LOST & FOUND

PARKER FORD, Inc.

REGIST
pups. Ex
753-3509 a

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

raraJralralardroir j.j

HANOI HIRELING? - Sgt.
John M Sweeney, 21,
ilankiciglocl at Qua
AUTOS ring BALE

Corn

FRANK L. RYAN
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
Murray, Ky.

FOR SALE

NURSES AIDES; cooks; ages 35 1 69
to 65, full time or part time.
Experience helpful but not
necessary, will train. Airconditioned building. Our setup is 72.1
different for rest homes, as our
patients do not come from state
mental institutions and all of our
help must be hired and on gyf
345-21 TB.
payroll.Phone
Meadowview Retirement Home,
on Highway 121, near FarJ19C
mington.

COLLEGE GIRLS; high school
girls; four full or part time
experience
No
openings.
necessary, we train. Excellent
earings, For interview appointment call 753-1711 or 753J22C
9745.

EDNA KNIGHT, Associate
Office 753-4342

lairAWIDAV
PONOW

HELP WANTED

El

Office 753-4342

0
•
0
kmassamsztstatrureasosssamstraststsser

PUBLIC SALE

Pickup Truck Campers

Lon AND LOIS OF LOTS

REALTOR

•

PARKER FORD, Inc.

*Septic Tank Cleaning

BE A LANDLORD - BUY A DUPLEX
Live in one side, rent the other. Brick and a bargain at
$19,000.

A

196
and

'CODDLERS DAY Care Noe
Murray, Ky.
Corner 7th & Main
open, for children three months
to three years. State approved.
Phone 753-5273
ALL your home alterations, Reasonable rates. Experienced
CARD OF THANKS
remodeling, etc. Free Estimates. help. Day or week. Phone 753- 1964 BELVEDERE Plymouth,
J19C automatic transmission. Slant six
June30C 4481.
May we express our deep
Phone 753-6123.
cylinder engine, excellent con- appreciation to our dear friends
dition. Very good on gas. Phone and neighbors for their many
J18C kindnesses and courtesies ex753-6069.
tended us during the illness and
1966 FORD FAIRLANE 500, 2 since the passing of our loved
door hardtop,8 cylinder, straight mother, Mrs. Effie Miller. We
shift with overdrive. Blue grey, thank each and everyone for the
blacktop. Phone 474-2323. J23P beautiful floral offerings,
messages of condolence and food,
1967 MALIBU WAGON. Loaded. for physical sustenance. We
Dr. Charles
Low mileage, one owner. Gold. especially thank
121P Clark ,J. R. Ammons, staff and
Phone 753-9885.
nurses at Calloway County
WRECKER 1971 Chevrolet Hospital. Rev. S. F. Cousins and
'factory demonstrator. A. C. 615- assisting clergymen the choir of
J221" Pleasant Hill Church, the 19
325-2857.
pallbearers and the Mundy 'r
901 Story Murray, Ky.
1968 BONNEVILLE Triumph Funeral Home, Paducah, form
J22C courteous service and concern $650. Phone 753-9355.
753-7850
for the family. RemeWlber us izif
1966 FORD XL, automatic. your prayers.
Excellent condition. Phone 753- The family of Mrs. Effie Miller.'II.
J19P
ITC
4467.
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
REAL
DOES YOUR house look DRAB?
Brighten up inside or out with a
ONE BEDROOM cabin on the
4:4T
professional paint job. Weekdays
lake. Also two bedroom cabin on
'
after 5 p.m. 753-9382 or 753-4131.
lake, 24x40. Redwood timber
J23P the
FREE ESTIMATES.
lodge. Write P.O. Box 189, Paris,
Tennessee or call area 901-593I WILL do baby sitting in your 3534.
J18C
On Monday, June 28, at 1:00 P.M. at the Courthouse Door in
home and will furnish own
Murray,Ky. I will offer for sale to the highest and best bidder
transportation.Phone 753-6531. J SEVEN ROOM house and
the following property:
21C
acreage. One mile out of Murray.
ii
TFC
Phone 436-2173.
Home of the former C. D. Whitlock, located on Sycamore St.
WILL ISUstitiOG vacant lots
Extended, Murray, Ky.
inside city limits. Reasonable HOUSE AND LOT on Highway
f
J 18C 732, 1% miles from Kentucky
rates.Phone 753-3798.
Built in 1970, Four bedrooms, three baths (marble) two
Lake. About 1% acre land, Place
fireplaces (one with antique mantle), complete kitchen with
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let well improved. 8 room house,
appliances and grill, two heating and cooling systems, double
us completely cover your home large garage, large living room,
garage. Kitchen, lower den and entry floors of brick. Upper
with Reynolds weather tight with divider between living room
den floor is pegged, finished in cypress. Approx. 4000 sq. ft.
aluminum siding. Also we do and kitchen. 2large porches front
living area.
soffitt and overhangs on brick. and back. Phone 436-2351
J19C
Storm windows & door, shutters
Terms - Cash or six months with good surety.
and carports. Free estimates. -P LARGE LOT in Keniana mobile
SerCall Garland's Aluminum
tame section for- only 8695.00.
House will be open for inspection on day of sale, June 28, from
vice,Route 1,Kirksey, 489-2437 or $10.00 down. Phone 436-5582. J19C
10:00 to 11:30 A.M. or may see before by making apJunel8C
Sedalia 328-8398.
pointment with

DONALD R. TUCKER
•
•
•

1969 MERCURY Monterey 4-door Sedan. Med. blue
and white. Local low mileage car. Automatic with
'1,975.00
power and air.

*Back Hoe Service

OFF YOUR KNEES, GIRLS
You won't have to plead with your husband to put you as his
"Home Manager" in this spacious, new 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home. He can leave the irritating 'repairs" behind in the old
house. You can relax with a good book in this centrally air
conditioned environment while the kids enjoy helping out in
the modern kitchen with all appliances. Years and years of
comfort for $34,500.

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

WANT TO combine wheat, oats,
barley, fescue. Phone 753-2532 or
J21C
753-8080.

WEEK END SPECIAL

DOZER WORK

YOU'LL LOVE THIS BLONDE
Brick, fully carpeted, 3 bedrooms, 2 bath home in
Gatesborough Estates. Posing patio and yard completes the
appeal of dining room, family room and completely convenient kitchen. Be sure and notice the fireplace and big
double garage. It's really stacked.

LAS

SOMETHING SPECIAL- NOT A HOUSE BUT A WAY OF
LIFE
Nestled in the trees overlooking Ky. Lake. This year round
home offers outstanding quality and beauty with a fireplace
and built-in range in kitchen. All this and much much more.
Over 300 feet lake frontage.

•
WILL DO Babysitting in my
home nights and Weekends. Have
references. Phone 753-3482 for
J21P
further information.

FOR

HEREFORD, ANGUS, PONIES, OR KIDS
No matter what you are raising you will have room on this 100
acres North of Kirksey. Just $17,500.

OLD MACDONALD HAD A FARM
and so can you. Only 5 minutes from town with a good well,
small barn,and fully fenced. 26 acres for $12,600.

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICESOFFERE11

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

El
)
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41
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FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

10x55 M
furnish
and air
miles fr
6569
A

WEEK END SPECIAL
1968 PONTIAC 2-door Hardtop. Dark blue with
vinyl roof. Automatic with power and air.
A local cl ean car.
'1,675.00

1970
with
auto

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner 7th & Main Phone 753-5273

Murray, Ky
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AKC REGISTERED, black USED 18,000 • BTU G.E. airfemale Toy Poodle 14 weeks old, conditioner. Good condition.
weaned and dewormed. Phone Phone 7534297.
J18C
J21C
7534548 after 4 p.m.
1965 MUSTANG Fastback. Dark blue with V-8
WEDDING GOWN, misses size
170 HONDA 450. Like new. Priced 10. Cost $100.00 new. Selling for
and automatic transmission. A local car. '775.00 to sell. See at Hatcher Auto Sales, $40.00. Phone 762-6102 or 753J21C 5323.
South 12th Street.
J18C * AT 815 SHA WA CIRCLE IS A 3 bedroom brick with two
FOUR ACRES: NICE BRICK HOME near the lake on Highbaths, central air, garage. $24,250.00.
USED 21 INCH Television, $50.00. SECOND HAND TV, 21 inch
way 280. $23,500.00.
Used Signa coronet,$75.00. Phone screen, metal cabinet, $30.00 903
117 ACRE FARM,TWO MILES EAST of Almo. Good house,
7th
&
Main
Corner
Murray, K 753-4.485.
J21C Sycamore. Phone 753-8630. .123C
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME, BASEMENT, fire-place. Real
tractor and out buildings. $28,000.00.
*
nice and near school. $18,000.00.
Phone 753-5273
LOFTY PILE, free from soil is
BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER on
Star
the carpet cleaned with Blue 21 FT. ALUMINUM Lone
Catalina Drive. Price $18,800.00.
SMALL STORE, ALL FIXTURES, 50 acres of land. Corner
motor
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer Cruiser, 50 M.P. Evinrude
280 and 614 near Pottertown. $12,500.00.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
good
All
in
and
trailer.
tanduni
$1.00. Big K.
J19C
brick
AT
BEDROOM
1512
HENRY
STREET,
THREE
condition. Can be seen at Sport‘eneer, central heat and air. $27,000.00.
806 SOUTH 17TH, THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER.
REGISTERED IRISH Setter SHOP MONTGOMERY Ward for FOUR-BEDROOM House with sman's Dock or call owner at 753Central heat and air, carpet, built-ins. $27,750.00.
J19C
pups. Excellent pedigree. Phone air conditioners, freezers, living room, dining room, kit- 4808.
Central
veneer.
NEW
BEDROOM
brick
TRI-LEVEL
FOUR
753-3509 after 6:00 p.m: - J23C refrigerators, lawn mowers, chen, family room, fire place, 3
heat and air, carpet and built-ins. $32,500.00.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER 17th and Dodson. This
tires. Just a few of the thousands baths all rooms spacious, on a 11
/
2
FOR RENT, SALE
house is priced below market value. $23,250.00.
ADORABLE CUTE Schnauzer of items available through acre lot in tine of Murray's nicest
South 16th
VENEER
AT
1102
THREE
BEDROOM
BRICK
HOUSE TRAILER, 10065, 1961
pups, love children, no shedding. Ward's catalogs. 510 Main. Phone residential areas. Phone 753REAL NICE FRAME AT 509 South 7th Street. Pretty lawn,
drive. $21,000.00.
1
2 miles from * Street Newly decorated, paved
J21C model. Located 2/
TFC 7905.
Phone 753-9371.
J21C 753-1966.
two bedrooms, den. Price $14,000.00.
Murray. Phone 753-7856 or 753CORNER 17TH AND MAGNOLIA. Three bedroom brick
2583.
J21C
HOUSEHOLD; living room,
It veneer, central heat and air. Real nice. $24,300.00.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER 1106 Guthrie Drive.
dining room furniture, TV,
Large den and kitchen combination, all built-ins. Many other
WANTED TO BUY
washer, dryer, refrigerator,
extras. Price $18,900.00.
1502 PARKLANE DRIVE,THREE BEDROOM brick veneer
electric
heaters
and
WANT TO BUY good used por- * 112 baths, nice location. $21,000.00.
miscellaneous. See at 1618 West
LOVELY HOME ON LARGE LOT at 513 South 6th Street.
table
sewing
machine.
Main.
J21C
Has full basement, formal dining room. Price $27,000.00.
Reasonable. Phone 753*
t, PRETTY GOOD FRAME HOUSE on business lot at 506 South
9427.
TFNC "N 4th Street. Also another frame house at 508 South 4th Street.
1969 HONDA 125 Scrambler. Nice
THREE BEDROOM BRICK, two baths,
* These places could be bought together for a large business \.4,R0 KIRKWOOD,
shape, $300.00. Phone 753-4737
central heat and air. Garage. Priced at only $25,000.00.
WANT TO BUY: Girls bicycle 20 * lot
J21P
after 6:00 p.m.
inches in good condition. Phone
J21C .
753-1568.
)E. NICE FRAME HOUSE ON beautiful wooded lot at 1704 West
TRUCK CAMPER 10', gas furTWO NICE HOMES ON FIVE ACRES of land in sight of lake
*
Maul Street. $12,600.00.
nace stove, ice box, sleeps four.
near Panorama Shores.
WANT TO BUY; logs and
New April cost, $1750.00. Now
standing timber. Also have for * THREE BEDIIIIDOM BRICK VENEER. Nice also has large
selling for $1250.00. Financing
sale lumber and sawdust.
swimming pool.Here is another good buy at $24,000.00.
available. Phone area code 901NEAR NEW HIGH SCHOOL, four bedroom brick veneer.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
642-6499. Circle B. Horse Ranch,
• Lovely kitchen and family room, dining room, two baths.
TFC
Central
heat
and
air.
This
Co. Phone 753-4147.
VINE.
AT
1302
STONE VENEER
alternate 69 Hwy.,Paris,Tenn. •
$31,900.00.
home has all the extras even a large wooded lot. $31,500.00.
J21C
WANTS TO BUY-manifold
AT NORTH 16TH STREET AND BYPASS 3 acres with nice
intake for Dodge 440 with 2-four
* ON KIRKWOOD, THREE BEDROOM BRICK in tip-top
frame home. Has many possibilities.
barrels or 3-two barrel car$21,0p0.00
/
2baths,den.Priced to sell at
* shape. 11
RECEIVING NEW loads of
burators. Call 436-2323.
J18C
registered and grade horses. Also
GOOD FRAME HOME 8/
1
2 MILES North on 641. Has 1.5 acre
COUNTRY LIVING WITH ALL CONVENIENCES. Five
have new and used equipment.
lot.
500
N.
4th
Street
central
bedroom
brick,
Three
Heights.
miles East in Grove
FOR RENT
Three years to pay. Phone area
heat and air, double garage, built-ins, family room.
code 901-642-6499. Circle B. Horse
BEAUTIFULLY WOODED LOT, 3 Bedroom brick veneer
NICE FURNISHED apartment *- $19,000.00.
Ranch, alternate 69 Hwy., Paris,
house,large shop building, 114 mile North Stella. $26,250.00.
for college girls-summer and fall. *
Tenn.
J21C
three
94,
Route
OF
EAST
/
2 MILES
ON FAXON ROAD 11
1968 BSA MOTOR CYCLE Phone BEAUTIFUL AKC registered Phone 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. TF
BUY; 317 IRVAN STREET. Stucco house, large
7c bedroom modern brick and frame on 20 acres. Only TERRIFIC
lot, $7,500.00.
753-7861
J21P apricot male Poodle puppy, 9
$21,000.00.,
*
weeks old. Fully weaned and
SMALL GROCERY for sale. dewormed. Champion NEW TWO oedroom duplex .*
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES we have two three bedroom
FRAME HOUSE, good tobacco
!Met are fixtures. Phone 753- backSround.Phone 7534379. J18C apartment. Central heat and air,, ...AL 83 ACRE FARM, GOOD
brick veneer homes. Both have many extras,
1
2 miles
outbuildings. Located 3/
other
barn,
stock
carpet,
$130.00
per
barn,
month.
Phone•I'vv.,
9021.
J19C
VA,000.00.
Grove.
Lynn
TFC it Southwest of
NEED A Vinyl top for your car? 753-7850.
EXTRA NICE 3 bedroom frame home on Irvan Cobb Road. 1
TWO FEMALE AKC Registered See David Gargus at Stroud's
acre lot. $12,600.00.
nice
two
we
have
a
GROVE
LYNN
SOUTH
OF
MILES
BEDROOM
2
TWO
unfurnished
German Shepherd 'puppies. 1611 Upholstery,415 South 8th
bedroom frame home and 15 acre farm with new pole barn.
Miller Ave. Phone 753-9978. J23P Street.
J18C duplex apartment Mature adults
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER AT 1513 Kirkwood
TFC 7" Priced at only 812,500.00.
only. Phone 753-2660
Perfect for
Drive. Central heat and air, large upstairs. Fine place for
FALL & SUMMER maternity CUSH:MAN MOTOR scooter and
large family. $37,500.00.
Poplar
LAKE
ON
BRICK
NEAR
BEDROOM
THREE
*
roofing or siding
THREE
ROOM
furnished
cotclothes, size 10 and 12. Priced helmet, plus extra parts. Phone
11.. Springs Road. Wooded 4 acre lot. Home is modern and price
reasonable. Phone 753-2753. J19C 767-4464.
J18P tage. Air-conditioned, electric
OLDER THREE BEDROOM FRAME home at 901 Poplar.
barns
heat, quite
neighborhood, r, reduced to $16,000.00.
$6,500.00.
walking
of
University.
distance
underpinning
or
GOATS: for sale. Phone 436TWO FOR ONE; 645x14 white
mile
5875
J19C wall tire sale. Plymouth, Dodge, Available now. Couple or * 22 ACRES OF FINE DEVELOPING LAND on 94 East, 1
NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. Built-Ms
location.
4.
from
Murray.
this
fine
trailers.
Many
possible
uses
for
753-1589.
J21C
teacher.
Phone
Chevrolet, Ford owners, Save
both sides, central heat and air. $25,500.00.
$22,000.00.
NOW! Regular list price, $37.95.
1
2
ST. BERNARD Puppies, AKC NOW! two for $37.95, plus tax. TWO BEDROOM trailer, 2/
•
miles West of Murray on shady * FOUR REAL NICE COTTAGES IN PANORAMA SHORES.
registered. Phone Paducah, Save at Bilbrey's, 210 East
1702 AUDUBON; THREE BEDROOM brick veneer. Large
Point,
Patterson
One
in
Lakeway,
one
at
Little
Oaks,
one
on
only.
Couples
lot.
Concrete
patio.
Kentucky,554-4786.
J19C Main.
J18C
den, dining and kitchen area and study, two baths. Two car
J21P At. one at Center Ridge, two at Green Valley. Prices are from
Phone 753-1353.
garage, central heat and air. Beautifully landscaped on a
looking
are
what
you
$6,000.00
to
have
$39,000.00.
We
MUST
tfc 1969 650 TRIUMPH Motor Cycle, TOY POODLES,black and white. FURNISHED APARTMENT for it for.
large lot. Price, $27,700.0O-.....
like new,low mileage. Phone 753- Chinchillas, $15.00 each and
college boys. Summer and fall
8043 from 7:00 till 5:30, or 753-8426 equipment. Phone 753semester.
Phone 753-51011 after
after
5:30.
J23C
1862.
June24C
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
5:00 p.m.
TFC
barn construction, utility poles
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
NICE TWO-Bedroom Apartment
753-6786
753-6786 furnished.
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
SATURDAY
Carpeted, ail-1TC
Kentucky.
conditioned, near University.,
A"er
Call 75327550.
- J21C
p.m.GARAGE
5After
LEG CRAMPS? Try Supplical
with calcium,only $1.98 at Dale &
ROOMS: IN COUNTRY Estate
1TP
Stubblefield Drugs.
with large recreation area. Meals
optional. Nice. Phone 436r PRINTS
r APPLIANCES
REFRIGERATOR, WASHER,
2173.
J21C
r GLASSWARE
MAPS
dryer, dinette set, couch and
chairs, drapes, rugs, odds and
r ODDS & ENDS
ONE BEDROOM furnished
BOOKS
ends. Phone 753-2765 after 4:00
apartment and two bedroom
also
J21C
p.m.
unfurnished apartment. Phone
FURNITURE
HOUSEHOLD
753-5079.
J21P
TWO 10x55 Trailers, both two
809 Doran Road
ONE BEbROOM bowie with
bedroom, both priced reasonable.
Murray, Kentucky
carport,
furnished. Couple
Also
Excellent condition.
Ali
preferred. Available now. Phone
Yamaha Combo organ. Phone
DAV
753-1859.
J1SC
J24C
437-4240.

For more informaton on the following listings
call 753-7724

*

*
•X-

SALE!

PRICE

ON ALL BEDDING PLANTS,
TOMATOES and PEPPERS

*

- THIS WEEK ONLY -

Door in
it bidder

ble)
:hen wi
s, double
k. Upper
00 sq. ft.

FOR SALE

PARKER FORD, Inc.

IANKS
our deep
dear friends
their many
urtesies exe illness and
if our loved
Miller. We
yone for the
offerings,
ice and food,
!mince. We
Dr. Charles
is, staff and
ay County
Cousins and
the choir of
lurch, the
;he Mundy
iducah, for
ad concern
kiber us in

more St.

AUTOS FOR SALE

WEEK END SPECIAL

IC.
irray, Ky.
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*=
-Kat

3E:

Shirley Garden Center

ALUMINUM
SHEETS.

t

23"x35"

25 Each

Ledger &Emes

Guy Spann Realty.

SALE

Member of,t4Aultiple Listings
901 Sycamore St. Phone 753-7724*
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409 Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
-Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Penal' -.7534961
Ac**************************************A

SATURDAY, JUNE 19, 1971

SATURDAY t4‘`-

18 FT. SELF contained travel
trailer, hitch and extras included. APPROXIMATELY 400 Vermont
Used twice. List $3200.00. now white ash seasoned post; two and
12400.00. 18,000 BTU air con- quarter inches in diameter, four
ditioner, used three months, foot long. Ideal for electric
fences. 25c each Phone 753$200.00firm. Phone 753J19P
8358.
J1IINC 8188.

;A LE

COMPANY COMING and carpet
a sight? Use Blue Lustre and rent
a new shampooer from Western
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
J19C
Well."

LARGE HOUSE, kt block from
24 INCH window fan in excellent campus. Available for summer
10x55 MONARCH Mobile home, SPEED QUEEN automatic
condition. Phone 492-8308. J19C semester only. Air-conditioned
furnished, carpeted, has washer washer, air conditioner, dinette
Couples or teachers only. Phone
and air conditioner, city gas, 2 set, book cases, Frigidaire iceGARAGE SALE, Saturday, June 753-1203.
.119C
miles from campus. Phone 753- maker refrigerator. Phone 75319, 1971,809 Doran Road, Murray,
6569
TFC 8047.
J19C
Kentucky.
J18C
NOTICE
AUTOS FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
ONE SHALLOW well pump.
Phone Fulton Young at 753-7333
days or 7534946 nights.
J18C

WEEK END SPECIAL

?. with

75.00

C.

'ay, Ky

TWO BEDROOM duplex apartment, air-citbditioned, carpet.
$95.00 monthly. Available July
1st. Phone 7534421 after 5:00
p.m.
J19(

"
1970 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door Sedan. Med green
with green vinyl roof, Local, 17,000 miles,
automatic with power and air.
'2,750.00

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Corner 7th & Main
Phone 753-5.273

Murray, Ky.

(

REALLY? 714A7'5
TERIkle,LE

WELL,AVE 15
? WHERE 16
15 WM I'VE
EN NEARIN6
61t/CH A80111:9

*516.4

1,

GENTLE FIVE year old
Palgmino mare. Roll type hay
baler. If interested see Harley
JI8P
Barnett or call 753-5513.

logr

,

2
t1
;
14
•

are

Nancy
ONE IN THE
BLEACHERS

1

T
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE;
dining room, living room,
bedroom, refrigerator, combination washer-dryer. Many
items. 809 Doran Road. Call 7536786 after 5:00 p.m.
J22C

POOR W0005TOCK
WORM GIRL FRIEND RAN oFF;
LoTN AN EARLY 8IRD:

I
r----r- TT
[
1

I OUGHT
TO GET A
FOUL BALL
TODAY

4
r

allanium

L

•••
,

•
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Business Fulfills Responsibilities
National Chamber President Reports

Terry Stubblefield
Named To President's
List At Freed-Hardeman

Quotes
From The

News

Master
Commissioner's
Sale

get the job done

HENDERSON—Terry Wayne
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Stubblefield,
HE COMMONWEALTH OF
A successful corporation's stockholders and society in pensatory education have been
United Press International
Stubblefield,
By
J.
ENTUCKY, CALLO WAY
Hazel,
is
Ewing
"classic responsibilities" are a general. These include training "unproductive and unsuccessful
students named to the NEW YORK—U.S. District
cult Court Bank of Marshall REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
vital and integral part of what is programs for jobs where in reaching their goals," the one of 86
Judge Murray Gurfein, delaying
List
for
President's
the
unty
Plaintiff, Versus Robert
1971
short
workers
are
in
becoming termed its "social qualified
Chamber federation's economist
Freed i decision on a Justice Lee Edwards, Shirley Sue Ed- HOUSES:
spring semester at
responsibilities," one of the supply; making available per- states.
Hardernan College, Henderson, Separtment request for The wards ( Litchfield) and husband,
nation's leading businessmen sonnel and specialized facilities Tax relief will not only be a
according to Dr. David Sew York Times to hand over William Litchfield Defendant.
Tenn.,
A new three bedroom brick
institutions;
using
educational
provides,
to
asserts.
spur to the economy but
Academic Dean.
Thomas,
Notice of Sale
is Pentagon documents on U.S.
veneer house with tile bath.
Archie K. Davis, president of purchasing power and technical "a greater role for the individual
be placed on this honorary nvolvement in Indochina:
Located on Belmont Drive on THE COMMONWEALTH OF/
the Chamber of Commerce of the knowledge to aid minority en- in the national decision-making To
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
tolerating
any
not
must
students
am
"I
virtue
of
a
judgment
and
earn
By
a
large lot.
United States, says that today's terprises; and accelerating process," Dr. Madden points out. list
quality grade fishing expedition into the files order of sale of the Calloway A nice 3 bedroom brick veneer Circuit Court Jimmy Rickman
3,50
of
minimum
successful businessman is ac- socially-desirable technical
CLASS ACTION IS
average.
Circuit Court rendered at the home located on Johnson Blvd. and Roy Norsworthy d-b-a Rickif any newspaper."
cepting both these respon- developments,such as lower cost NO CONSUMER'S PANACEA point
Simultaneous
May 28 Term thereof 1971, in the On lot size 86x161 at a reduced man & Norsworthy Construction
with
this ansibilities and the challenges they housing.
Some advocates of consumer nouncement was
Company Plaintiff, VERSUS Joel
CENTER, Houston— above cause,for the sum of Three price.
SPACE
that
the
of
business At the same time, the head of class action are terming this
Today's
entail.
Ann Whitlock, Administratrix of
Cunningham, Thousand Eight Hundred Fifty
Astronaut
Walter
Dean's
college's
List,
for
which
a
leadership recognizes the fact the nation's largest business method the answer to consumer
take a lob with a Four and 92-100 ($3,854.92) Located near Locust Grove the estate of C. D. Whitlock,
point
resigning
to
3.000
grade
minimum
cor- complaints and a "get your
that their world is not apart from federation notes that
required. One hundred real estate firm:
Dollars, with interest at the rate Church, a new 3 bedroom, brick deceased, and Joel Ann Whitlock,
the rest of society: "If society as porations continue to benefit money back" remedy, when the average is
individually; Bank of Murray;
is of 72c per day from the 6th day of veneer, DS bath on large lot.
program
space
forty-five
students
"The
and
compiled
through
"classic very opposite is the case, the
a whole suffers, so does the society
Four bedroom ranch style home Ward & Elkins; and the Sherwinsmaller
and
smaller
receiving
paid
and
its
roll.
October
1970,
until
this
corporation. If society has responsibilities," which many nation's largest
business
Stubblefield is majoring in support with appropriations cost therein 1 shall proceed to with a formal dining room, 2 Williams Company.
problems, they become the overlook or fail to acknowledge. organization points out.
Notice of Sale
Arts while at F-HC.
from Congress. I think that's a offer for sale at the Court House baths, powder room. Reduced
Liberal
corporation's problems," the Primary among these is earning
Permitting an unlimited
price. Located near Coldwater.
mistake."
terrible
City
of
Murray
Freed-Hardeman
door
in
the
is
a
•
president a profit for stockholders—today, number of complainunts to inNational Chamber
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, Three bedroom brick veneer, By virtue of a judgment and
one out of every six Americans— stitute a court suit offers no coeducational Christian junior
states.
—
Composer
ANGELES
the
college
accredited
by
LOS
at
public auction on the 28th day located on Ryan with tran- order of sale of the Calloway
the
basic
of
providing
as well as
Mr. Davis, who is chairman
promise for consumer complaits,
91,Kring
check
Association
Friml,
of
Rudolph
Southern
of
June
1971,at 1:00 o'clock p.m., sferrable V.A. Loan. Lot size Circuit Court rendered at the
College's
the board, Wachovia Bank and income for the nation's say the Chamber of Commerce of
June 3 Term thereof 1971, in the
and
Schools
a
for
operated
by
hospital
or
thereabout,
upon a credit of six 70'x150'.
and
foundations. the United States. If anything, it
Trust Co., N. A. ,Winston-Salem, charitable
above cause,Persurint to order of
only
doctors
are
e
members
of
the
"The
described
Churches
months,
the
following
of
specific
A
nice
number
of
Also,
business
trailer
with a large utility
N. C. ,lists a
would further complicate
the Court I shall proceed to offeones who are nervous."
property, to-wit:
Christ.
today's
building in back. Located on a
areas
where
is a source of employment and methods consumers now have
for sale at the Court House door
Quarter
of
A
part
of
the
S.
W.
very large lot in Fox Meadows,
businessman can carry on "good rising standard of living to a available in seeking settlements
Now You Know
in Murray Kentucky, to the
Section 17, Township 3, Range 6 lot no. 16.
works" to benefit of his firm, his growing labor force; a supplier of flegitimate grievances.
By United Press International
highest bidder, at public auction
Beginning
at
a
stake
in
the
East.
increasing consumer needs; a Class action litigation istoday The compass plant of North
on the Zeth day of June 1971, at
the
Murray
&
South
edge
of
costly, time- America turns the edges of Its
FARMS:
vital source of taxation; and a proving to be
1:00 o'clock p.m., or thereabout,
Federal State Market News Highland Road the corner to
developer of capital with both consuming avenue for relief, leaves north and south to avoid
upon a credit of six months, the
thence,
South
with
Albert
Cook;
18,
1971
Friday,
June
Service
68 acres with 74 acres of T.V.A.
material and intangible adjuncts, further adding to the judicial the mid-day heat but still get
Purchase Area Hog his line to an iron stake corner to easement located at New Con- following described property, Infederation overload. One such suit, begun light from the morning and Kentucky
Chamber
the
wit:
thence
eastward
with
said
Cook;
ISarket Report includes 10
cord. This farm is equipped with
under antitrust laws in 1966, is evening rays of the sun.
president declares.
Lot No. 7 in Holly Bush S biron
stake
said
Cook's
line
to
an
Stations
Buying
litigation,
feeding
system, automatic
still in the courts. The
PUBLIC PROFLIGACY
NEW YORK (UPI)—"It is
division as shown by amen
thence,
PIGEON
corner
to
A.
T.
Fisher;
ONE
-LEGGED
Act.
1221
Est.
2400
Receipts
watering system *pd has large
possible that a psychological DISILLUSIONS TAXPAYERS beginning as a $70 claim, took LONDON (UP!)—Members of Barrows and Gilts 25 high Sows North with his line to a stake in
Plat of Record in the office of te
that
silo. Also has fraine two bedroom
frenzy could force long term The next five Years will be five years just to determine
Clerk of the Calloway County
of
said
road;
the
South
edge
House
of
Commons
the
have
steady
warranted,
house.
was
action
and short term interest rates critical in this country's history a class
Court in Plat Book No. 3, Psie
adopted a one-legged pigeon US 1-3 200-230 lbs. 818.75-19.25; thence, West with said road to the
growing the National Chiunber _totes.
of
a
dram aticallytigher," DuPont because
No. 47.
7
acres,
more
20
him
like
a
lord.
point
of
beginning,
acres
(
and
treat
fenced)
located
3
miles
818.50-18.75;
lbs.
US 2-4 190-240
fareration
Glore Forgan, &c. warns. The dissatisfaction with governments The Chamber
Interested bidders may inspt
East of Almo Heights.
The pigeon, nicknamed Fred US 2-4 240-260 lbs. *18.00-18.50; or less.
metbos
effective
supports
more
company says this could result as they are presently organized,
the above described property
lawmakers,
Being
the
same
property
by
the
thrives
on
$17.25-18.00;
260-280
lbs.
US
3-4
in a "very severe drop in stock one of the nation's leading of consinner redress such as delicacies brought to him three Sows
making proper appointment wljh
conveyed to Robert Lee Edwards LOTS:
prices" which the company business spokesmanforecasts. more efficient small claims times a day on his window US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.50-14.50; and Shirley Sue Edwards by Nell
the Master Commissioner prr
neighborhood
courts,
courts,
says "would not necessarily Dr. Carl H. Madden, chief
ledge perch by a waitress flow US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $12.50-13.50; Turner by deed of date 31 March Several lake lots at Barkley to sale date.
economist for the Chamber of binding consumer arbitration, the members' dining room.
recover for a long time."
For the purchase price, tie
450-650 lbs. $11.50-12.50. 1967 and recorded in Deed Book Shores, Pine Bluff Shores.
Commerce of the United States, improved state and local en- "He likes an olive or two as US 23
130 at page 636 in the Calloway Two lots, size 105'x210' each purchaser must execute bond,
more
agencies,
and
forcement
The interim consolidation asserts that taxpayers are
located 3S2 miles from Murray on with approved securities, bear*
hors d'oeuveres and is very STOURBRIDGE,
England County Court Clerk's Office.
may "persist a bit longer," becoming "fed up with govern- efficient settlement plans on a partial to a spot of vol-au-vent
legal interest from the day of
For
the
purchase
price,
the
Highway 121 South.
have
authorities
—Town
UPI
Value Line believes. The ment" and the unalterably r company, local and industry- and corn on the cob," said
sale, until paid, and having tie
purchaser
must
execute
bond,
Located
in
Kingswood,
lot
size
her
told Mrs. Mary Ball to trim
newsletter expects the profit rising tax bill with the Federal, wide basis.
force and effect of a judgmeil.
government whip Walter Clegg. clothesline. They say the 18-foot with approved securities, bearing 100' x 150'.
recovery to accelerate and state and local governments keep
Bidders will be prepared to
posts that carry it are six feet legal interest from the day of We are members of the Multiple
possibly make 1972 a record presenting. These taxpayers are
comply
promptly with the
sale,
until
paid,
and
having
the
town
A
over the limit.
Listings Exchange. Please see us terms.Purchaser being given*
year. "Fundamental economic, seeing their hard-earned dollars
force and effect of a judgment.
had
neighbors
said
spokesman
property.
your
for listing
corporate earnings, and mone- go for more and costly programs
complained Mrs. Ball's high Bidders will be prepared to Wilson Ins. & Real Estate. Wayne right and privilege to pay catt
tary trends point toward higher which fail to deal effectively with
and accrued interest at any tinit
comply
promptly
with
these
eyesore.
was
an
washing
flying
B. Wilson, phones: 753-3263 and before the six months expire.
stock prices," Value Line the nation's problems, Dr.
terms. Purchaser may pay cash
Wilson,
Larry
753-5086.
Madden declares.
believes.
Frank Ryan
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — and accrued interest at any time Salesman. Bill Adams,salesman,
The answer is not a greater role
Master
Commission4
expire.
months
six
before
the
By GREG CONNOLLEY
J1SC Calloway Circuit Court .J-11-184
phone 753-5536.
neo. It could not even get infor- Rod Steiger was invited to be
"The fundamental economic of government but returning "the
Frank
Ryan
Copley News Service
mation on British policiesk the guest of honor at the Mo.forces at work favor an flow of power and money to U. S.
Master
Commissioner
which committed Canadians to cow International Film Calloway Circuit Court. J-11-18-25
Improvement in corporte pro- families, allowing them to make
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
Festival.
OTTAWA
—
Canadians
are
battle. Pearson was to become
fits," Fraser Management As- more of their own decisions," the
discovering to their chagrin prime minister of Canada himNational
Chamber
spokesman
Answer
to
Y
sociates believes. The company
that they were treated like a -stiff from 1963 to 1968.
RAMON NUM=
says the profit rise should says. Tax relief was successful in banana republic by their
Brit3 River Island
ACROSS
TERMITES
sewsRS
°BRUM WOMMOM
sustain higher stock and bond Inducing growth and reducing ish and American allies in
4 Emporium
that
in
ICat Your Home
Col.
advises
Stacey
OBEI 00E100 MU
Are Poison
Brand
prices. The company adds an unemployment during the mid- World War II.
5 Folds
MD DOORMEN/ OM
the Normandy operation, 6
1 King of birds
"overstatement of the negative 50's and mid-80's, while recently
6 Bond
A new history of the war pub- Canadian air force squadrons 1,1 Continued
000100 OM VIM
Its.
7
psychological forces" has ham- problem-oriented spending lished here puts most of the
UMM MO 0200
supported the British army,not
sweetsop
sProduced
tory12
nuarimmono
pered speedier stock market programs such as war on blame for the shabby treat- the Canadiabs.
8 Aeriform
14 Near
MOO WI 090
poverty, welfare,
and corn- ment of Canada on its then
fluid
growth.
ROACHES
Canada could not get a staff
moo no omen
9 Football
Prime Minister Mackenzie officer assigned to Eisenhower, 15 sStkate
.ePsike
i
Carry Germs
DM UOMOOMP MM
position (abbr.)
King. Col. M. P. Stacey, the even though she had an army in 17 Railroad
ODU EIBMEIG
10 Weirder
snive
n:
o)
roo;
sb
2018 (PppaL
GET RIO 05
author, says king didn't have
OUDOOM OWEGO
II Canonized
France. King again was
person
GOU00 000010
the guts to stand up to Presi- blamed for this shortcoming.
PESTS
13 Garment
le
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt and
16 Recent
Cravat
Canadians
drew
the
Mans
21
Prime Minister Winston
44 Command
34 Wanted
19 Scholar
to cat
35 Inclinations
conclusion that !airtime Prime 22 Seines
21 Shudder
Churchill.
47 Man's
with
Tallied
Couple
36
Marsh
bird
24
23
Canada put one Million men Minister King was privy to the 25 War god
nickname
speech
25 Concur
. . Despite the escalation of forest and women into uniform during high councils of the Allies be. Loblolly
Shortleaf
48 Period of
impediment
27 New Zealand
Swimmers'
26
are
tune
These
37 Alleviated
Longleaf ... Slash ...
parrot
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